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A wise person once said, “Never underestimate the
valuable and important difference you make in every
life you touch. For the impact you make today has a
powerful rippling effect on every tomorrow.”

These words could not be truer about every
single person who has been a part of Akshara
over the years. March 2020 marked Akshara’s
20th year of working towards enabling quality
education for children. Akshara Foundation
was started with a mission of getting children
into school and was meant to wrap up within

where we are today. While some are front

three years. We soon realised that getting

runners on the field, others have been a

them to school wasn’t the end. It was just the

silent backbone through our entire journey.

beginning. Children also needed to learn, and
learn well at that. Lessons needed to be easier
and more fun. This played a huge part in
keeping them coming back to school.

Our Annual Report for this year is dedicated
to all these people who have helped us
achieve every single milestone. It covers the
sweep of Akshara’s two decades-old efforts

And 20 years later, we have grown by leaps

at rejuvenating early education and primary

and bounds to impact over 3 million children

school education, from the impact of the

across Karnataka, Odisha and Andhra Pradesh.

first balwadis, the Reading Programme,

A lot of people have been behind this growth
curve. From the state education departments

Classroom Libraries, English, Maths and
finally, our learning app - Building Blocks.

to all our donors, our field staff, to the

And who better to tell our story through the

innumerable volunteers, Akshara’s network of

decades, than these people who have and

believers and supporters have brought us to

will always be a part of the Akshara family.
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2000
THE
BEGINNING
OF CHANGE

It
was
the
year
2000.
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It was decided that this organisation
would be different in its style and
functioning, while still imbibing the core
mission of Pratham. The word ‘Akshara’
got coined to reflect that every letter
The world had just celebrated Y2K. Lots
of hope and new beginnings outlined plans

Akshara Foundation came to be.

for this new era. And Bengaluru in particular,

The people behind setting up Akshara

the ‘retired person’s paradise’, was set to

Foundation at the time were Dr. Madhav

become the next big thing.

Chavan (Pratham Foundation), Shri C. V.

The Garden City was just beginning to
bubble up as the next Silicon Valley. People
were pouring into this city to explore the
burst of opportunities India was beginning
to throw open, without having to leave
the country. The irony on the other hand enrollment in government schools, to which
a majority of the future of this country
go, had dropped drastically. Something
needed to be done about this issue before it
spiralled out of control.
It was then that the Karnataka State
Education Department approached a
relatively young Pratham Foundation in
Mumbai, an organisation working towards
‘Every Child in School and Learning Well’.
Pratham was asked to help set up efforts
similar to theirs in Bengaluru and help bring
children back to school.
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contributes to learning. And this is how

Madhukar (currently with the Omidyar
Network), Shri Upendra Tripathy, IAS (the
then Commissioner for Public Instruction,
Bengaluru), Shri R. Dhirendra (currently
CEO of Eduquity) and Shri N. Vaghul
(the then Chairman of ICICI). This was
probably the first time that a true PublicPrivate Partnership approach was used
as it had participation and/or investment
from the Corporate Sector, Karnataka
State Government, and the local donor
community in Bengaluru.
There are so many interesting anecdotes
that tie together the beginning of
Akshara’s journey. Here’s how they say it
all went down.
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Why was
Akshara
Foundation
Set Up?

As an IAS officer, one keeps shifting from
one department to another. So I came

the list. The additional target had come from

from KSRTC1 to become the Education

my Minister, Shri H. G. Govinde Gowda, who

Commissioner. And as a rough rule, you

retired from active politics in 1999.

have 90 days to decide five things you want
to innovate with and leave your memories
and message behind. So I sat down with
my colleagues and we listed out what new
things we could do together when I was the
Commissioner of Education. The list was not
long - (1) A Teachers’ Sadan where teachers,
who came from various parts of Karnataka,

Upendra Tripathy, Settlor of the Trust,
Akshara Foundation

could stay. (2) Mobile schools with discarded
buses from KSRTC that could take slum
children to Lal Bagh and run bridge courses.

will get finance from industry and in no
way take away any limited resources of
the present NGOs who get very limited

It was a chance meeting with Mr. Madhukar

finance from the Department. I held

who invited me to see Pratham in Mumbai.

several meetings and have been able to

I landed up in the ICICI Building from where

convince them.” I had told him.

we both went to see some Pratham centres.
I was impressed. Pratham was definitely an
innovative creation, hardly five years old then,
and was well-focused on both education
and the well-being of children. It was a
different sort of NGO with no dependence on
government funding.

I do not think he was convinced. I had
completed or commenced all my listed
activities of innovation. And soon moved
out as Secretary of Horticulture from
Education. But continued on the Board of
Akshara as an inactive member until one
day long after, while in Delhi requested

(3) A computer centre in the Head Office to

Soon a meeting was called in my office to

Ms Rohini Nilekani to take someone in

train new recruits. (4) A print journal that

adopt the Memorandum of Association.

my place. I was mesmerised that people

could reach 300,000 teachers in the state.

In that meeting I discovered my friend Mr.

like her could take Akshara to a different

(5) Lamination of SSLC certificates so that the

Subrato Bagchi, whom I knew earlier, but

trajectory altogether, with great and

certificates could not be tampered with. As

had lost touch with for quite some time.

industrial precision.

you can see, Akshara Foundation was not in

Soon thereafter, Madhukar and I went to
Jayanagar Sub-Registrar’s office and got the
documents registered. There was no building
designated. I think I offered my house to be
made the first office until we found a building
in a school near my office. My colleagues in
the office did everything to help establish a
young Akshara Foundation.
“There is a lot of resentment about the
creation of Akshara among the NGOs in the
education space”, my new Minister, who had
been invited to the inaugural function of
Akshara, had told me.
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“Sir, we have stipulated that Akshara

Akshara has shaped up well and I am so
happy to see it grow further and forward,
like the Environmental Management and
Policy Research Institute (EMPRI), the
Centre for infrastructure, Sustainable
Transportation and Urban Planning
(CiSTUP) which we went out of our routine
office work to put in place those days.
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Putting
Plans
in Place

I then visited Bengaluru at Mr. Tripathy’s

government, spent time in the communities,

suggestion, discussed what the goals should

and became the anchor for all of Akshara’s

be and the model of engagement. It was

work. She eventually became Chairperson of

decided that the Pratham model of a tripartite

Akshara and led the initiative from the front.

partnership between government, private sector
and the community would be the appropriate
approach for Bengaluru as well. We also decided
that the effort would focus on ‘Every Child in
School by 2003’. We then decided to formally
register a Public Charitable Trust to begin the

C. V. Madhukar, Omidyar Network

initiative. Mr. Tripathy and I drove to the SubRegistrar’s office and formally set up Akshara.
Even as the discussion with the government
It was late 1999. When Mr. Upendra
Tripathy, who was then Commissioner for
Public Instruction in the Government of
Karnataka heard about the work of Pratham
in Mumbai at a Government of India
convening, he decided to find out more.
He visited Mumbai and met Madhav Chavan
and me at the Pratham office. He left the
meeting saying he will send some of his
senior officers to visit Pratham and get their
recommendation as to whether such a model
might indeed be relevant and useful for
Bengaluru. In a couple of weeks, four senior
officers from the Education Department in
Karnataka spent two days in Mumbai visiting
schools and communities, and recommended
that a Pratham-like initiative should be
encouraged in Bengaluru.
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was evolving, an early meeting with Rohini and
Nandan Nilekani was a critical one. We met in
the garden area of the Victoria Hotel, an iconic
establishment in the city at the time. Once I
spoke with them about Akshara, Rohini was
unequivocal in her support for the initiative.
She went to schools, engaged with the

The guidance of Mr. Vaghul as the first
Chairman of Akshara and the untiring efforts
of volunteers such as Meena Nair and
Kanchan Bannerjee in the early days were
blessings. Just so many other things too
came together to help launch Akshara!
Twenty years on and looking back, it is
amazing to see that the leadership provided
by Rohini and Ashok has ensured that
Akshara continues to demonstrate that
working in partnership with the government
and various stakeholders can have a largescale impact on the future of our children.
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The Origins
of the Name
- Akshara
Foundation
Madhav Chavan, Co-Founder of Pratham Education Foundation, India

Why Akshara is called by that name may
have two stories in it. One is, why it is called
Akshara and the other is why it is not called
Pratham Bengaluru. Perhaps the latter was
not a favoured name among the founders
at all but considering that Akshara was born
out of a spontaneous process of replication

but we could be bound by a common

the external world, the interest in the Pratham

mission. At this point we had a meeting with

model started growing. I think Shri. N. Vaghul,

a senior government official in Delhi who

the Chairman of Pratham spoke with Rohini

gave practical advice. He suggested that

Nilekani and then C. V. Madhukar followed up.

each one having a different name would be

The process of setting up a Pratham Mumbai-

better if they were to interact with different

like initiative in Bengaluru was set in motion.

governments. So, it was decided that all such

of Pratham Mumbai, that possibility existed.

Around the same time there was similar

After all, we do share the tagline ‘Every Child

interest in some other cities – Delhi, Pune

in School and Learning Well’ and logos of

and Ahmedabad. The Mumbai group along

smiling blackboards.

with Shri. N. Vaghul were clear that none of

I recall that until mid-1997, when the
Pratham-Mumbai group launched an Internetbased campaign to support the Rajya Sabha
Bill to make education a fundamental right,
we had not thought of working outside
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Mumbai. But as we started interacting with

these would be mere branches of Pratham

bodies would have different names of their
choice. Akshara was the first one. However,
subsequently all other city bodies insisted on
calling themselves Pratham Delhi, Pratham
Pune, Pratham Ahmedabad etc. We gave in.

Mumbai. The initiatives had to be owned,

So, here is wishing more strength and

built and led locally. They would be registered

success to Akshara on her 20th birthday!

locally with their own Boards. But, could
they be called Pratham? If they were owned
locally, they could call themselves anything
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The Beginnings of
Akshara Foundation

staff who joined us, to rapidly expand the
programmes. The real fillip happened when
Rohini Nilekani joined the Board and she
took to the cause like a duck takes to water.
Her generous contributions and her ability to
attract selfless and like-minded people has

R. Dhirendra, Former Trustee, Akshara Foundation

made Akshara what it is, today.
I would like to mention the selfless
contributions made by Madhukar,
Col. Murthy Rajan, Rohini Nilekani,
Kanchan Bannerjee, Suzanne Singh and
Ashok Kamath in particular. Each of these

Akshara was set up in Bengaluru in early

The initial days were very tough and for over

2000, when Madhukar with whom I had

2 years we had a tough time raising funds,

interacted, when he was at Pratham Mumbai,

as our programmes were ambitious. I still

moved to Bengaluru. He mooted the idea of

remember that the budget for the first year

starting ‘Pratham Bengaluru’ and at that point in

was around Rs one crore and there were

time, he asked me to join as one of the Founder

very few who wanted to contribute to this.

Trustees of Akshara.

As a cost-saving measure, we opened the

I was not too sure how another NGO in the field

office in a government school on Kamaraj

of Education would survive and that too with

Road so that we didn’t have to pay rent and

Government participation. In my experience,

my company donated all the furniture and

In the last 20 years of having seen Akshara

rarely does the Government take any inputs

computers to start the operations. Ambitious

grow from strength to strength and also

or advice from the Industry, let alone make a

targets but the zeal by the team to make it

seen the programmes evolve with time,

change in policy for Education. However, at that

happen was huge.

there have been a lot of learnings at

To the next 20 years of change and the world

point in time, senior bureaucrats like Upendra

Madhukar really put his heart and soul

different levels – managing scale, impact,

we want to see our children live in.

Tripathy, Ashok Dalwai and Vijay Bhaskar were

into the Foundation to get the ball rolling

very proactive and a lot of inroads were made in

and in due course we had a fantastic team

implementing the core programmes of Akshara.

led by Col. Murthy Rajan and other field
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individuals spent a good part of their lives
in ensuring that ‘every child in school is
learning well’; and of course let me mention
the hundreds of volunteers and field staff
who gave their countless hours to build the
scale to such unimaginable heights that
every state in the country now wants to
adopt the ‘Akshara Model’ for its state.

policy, standards and many such other
factors. NGOs of this size and calibre are
largely institutionalised and well-funded.

The future lies in becoming a ‘Foundation’
to the Education system that is driven and
implemented by Government initiatives. With
all the learnings and success, Akshara should
be a key player in driving policy to make a
change and Government must invest hugely in
such Institutions to drive change.
For ‘Every Child in School and Learning Well’
– the change has to come from within all the
stakeholders. Akshara has definitely made a
change in the world we want to live in.

The First
Chairman
Shri N. Vaghul, former Chairman of Akshara Foundation

My association with Akshara began when Madhukar
requested that I come on the Board of Akshara as
Chairman of the Board. I was already familiar with
Akshara since I was the Chairman of the Pratham
Board, which originally pioneered the tripartite model of
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Creating
a Societal
Movement
to Improve
Learning
Outcomes

Rohini Nilekani, former Chairperson of
Akshara Foundation

government, corporates and citizens coming together to
address the problems in primary education.
We strongly believed that this tripartite

As I recall my time as Chairman, I was struck by the
openness on the part of the Government of Karnataka

It was Madhukar who approached me

to engage in finding innovative solutions to intractable

to join this mission, sometime in December

problems in primary education. I was also glad to have

1999. The timing was perfect for me, as I

encouraged a number of Bengaluru-based corporations

was very ready then to take on something

to contribute their part to Akshara.

impactful, at scale. Later, on Shri Vaghul’s

As Akshara completes 20 years, I look back with a great
degree of satisfaction that it has gone from strength
to strength under the leadership of Rohini Nilekani
and Ashok Kamath and has impacted large parts of
Karnataka state and beyond.

request, I took over as Chairperson late

movement to improve the enrolment and
learning outcomes of lakhs of children
in Bengaluru. It was much later that we
decided to branch out to other parts of the
state, starting in Dharwad-Hubli.

in 2000 and stayed until 2008. Our vision

It is hard to believe that it is already 20 years

statement, common to Pratham, was ‘Every

since we started working out of a tiny office,

Child in School and Learning Well.’

with a very threadbare budget, and with

Our first focus was on the city’s children.
It seems amusing now, but we thought we
could meet our goals, at least of universal
enrolment, by 2003! I hope it was due to
both naivete or a genuine sense of urgency.
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partnership could help create a societal

Madhukar’s parents gamely volunteering
for some responsibilities too. His father
would make sure every rupee spent was
meticulously accounted for. That culture of
accountability has lasted till today.
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Akshara was very fortunate that Ashok

On all three fronts, Akshara has been

Kamath, a very successful corporate

exemplary. From day one, all our

professional, approached Nandan and myself

metrics were about the children. We

looking to find some way to give back to

tried all manner of experiments, such

society. We sort of jumped at him before he

as bridge classes, enrolment drives,

could even think of other opportunities!

preschools (balwadis) in hundreds of slum

Today, under his terrific leadership, Akshara
Foundation has achieved many of its goals.
It has created a state-wide presence and
partnership in government schools, and has
also become a well-regarded institution in the
nation, expanding its work to other states as
well. I take this opportunity to congratulate

communities, night schools and so many
more. We quickly learnt and dropped those
that did not work, and doubled down on
those that did. Lastly, we kept in close
contact with state officials across the board,
from the block representatives right up to
the ministers as required.

Ashok Kamath, and the whole team, including

I believe this strategy has worked, and

the Board. I also thank the Government of

Akshara Foundation is a trusted partner

Karnataka for its continued support for the

of the government, CSR and private

entire two decades.

philanthropists and also of other civil society

Akshara Foundation has always prided itself

institutions in the state.

on three things. One - it will never move focus

As we look ahead, we, the friends of

away from the children in whose name it

Akshara, must renew our commitment to

was set up. Two, it will always innovate and

the children of Karnataka and beyond. There

bear risk, even at the risk of failure. Three -

are many more goals to meet before we can

it will attempt to scale up vigorously those

say- YES! Every child is in the school system,

experiments which have proven successful, in

physically and digitally too, and YES! Every

partnership with the state.

child is learning well.
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2000-03
SETTING
FOUNDATIONS
RIGHT
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A Journey
with Akshara
Foundation
Col. Murthy Rajan, the then COO, Akshara Foundation

Those early times at Akshara were hectic, energy-driven,

After spending nearly 22 years in the

with my resume, they were apprehensive

armed forces, I was looking for a second

whether I would even last for 3 months. I

innings in the private sector. I happened

joined in June 2001 as the first COO and

to glance at an ad on Akshara while going

never looked back for 6 years.

through a local newspaper. Akshara

setting forth in many directions, but all converging on one

Foundation, an NGO in the education sector,

absolute goal – children and learning, education and its

was looking to fill up some vacancies. To be

augmentation. Akshara’s plate was full, with ideas teeming,
programmes germinating. Concepts were being piloted and
tested when Col. Murthy Rajan joined as Chief Operating
Officer, a little over a year after Akshara began. It wasn’t his
top-of-mind intention, he says, but destiny, in the way it has
of arranging things, placed him here.

honest, I wasn’t sure if Akshara would be my
first choice.

environment and challenges in the initial
stages. We had too many education
centres to start with and the first task
was to bring down the balwadi centres

However, they say destiny isn’t in your

for preschool children to a level to ensure

hands entirely. I happened to meet Kanchan

quality is maintained. We had the Jnana

at the office which was in a dilapidated

Jyoti Programmes, a remedial education

building next to the North 3 Block Education

programme in selected government

Office. The staff was taken aback on meeting

schools, an outreach programme for out-

an ex-serviceman. I also met Madhukar

of-school children and balwadi centres

and Rohini who were founder members

across all 9 education blocks of Bengaluru.

of Akshara. Although they were impressed
20

It took some time to adjust to the
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among children in government primary
schools. The objective of this partnership
was to improve learning outcomes among
primary school children in Karnataka. A
massive exercise was undertaken to train
Block Education Officers (BEOs), Cluster
Resource Persons (CRPs) and teachers under
this programme. Teaching materials for the

My humble salute to all those for believing

programme were developed with the active

in the societal vision of ‘Every Child in School

involvement of the Department of State

and Learning Well.’

The next task was to visit Pratham

Resource Centres (ERCs) across the blocks

Foundation which had set up its education

and in government schools bore fruit specially

initiative in Mumbai in the mid-1990s. The

for children who had easy access to libraries,

Thousands of Akshara volunteers were

the honour of presenting Akshara’s

aim was to visit the centres and learn their

computers and a host of reading materials.

trained to distribute these materials to

programmes to the former President of

best practices. One of my memorable visits

These ERCs became education hubs for

1,400 schools, and monitor and track the

India, late Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam, former

was to Dharavi and I was amazed to see

Akshara to conduct children’s activities

programme at the ERCs. There were almost

Prime Minister of India, Dr. Manmohan

Pratham volunteers reach out to children in

through books and computers, the training of

70,000 children who took part in the Reading

Singh, former Chief Minister of Karnataka

these difficult areas. My visit to Mumbai was

teachers, and also served as data centres to

Programme over a period of 45 working

Shri S. M. Krishna and several other

fruitful and I had also prepared to meet a

brief all officials, visitors and donors.

days. Nearly 65% of children moved up the

distinguished people. As someone said,

ladder and converted to readers.

it takes a whole nation to educate the last

few corporates. The first donor was Citibank
and later Akshara started receiving foreign

One of the major challenges was to conduct

Education Research and Training (DSERT).

During this pleasant journey, we had

child. But I am sure we will get there.

the Accelerated Reading Programme in both

It was a great achievement by one and

Kannada and Urdu across 1,400 government

all and the news was flashed across local

Congratulations to the entire Akshara team

schools under the Karnataka Learning

TV and newspapers. Akshara had set up

for completing 20 years!

Partnership. This was an Akshara Foundation

the momentum to take this challenging

and Samagra Shikshana - Karnataka initiative.

programme across all of Karnataka. This

We had the privilege of working very closely

The SSA which sponsors innovative and

would not have been possible if we had not

with the Education Department of Karnataka

remedial methods of teaching, supported the

reached out to thousands of volunteers, staff

and we were successful in implementing

programme and agreed to bear part of the

and government institutions on an ongoing

programmes across government schools.

cost of the teachers’ training and materials.

basis to make this incredible task successful.

One of our dreams of setting up Education

Studies had shown low levels of reading ability

donations under FCRA. We could sustain
all our programme initiatives although
Rohini Nilekani continued to be our major
individual donor.

22
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Setting Up
Office
T

The seeds were there that early, of all
that Akshara would develop as assiduous
capabilities. Partnership with government,
numeracy and literacy, training and teachinglearning materials (TLMs), and the catalysing of
communities, leading up to the fundamental
goal of rejuvenating the preschool and primary

hose were days etched in primary

public education sphere.

colours. There was none of the heft of

At the office, though, the dank and dark

today. None of the impressive programmes
running by government mandate at a

Her first day in office was hilarious, had it

room that dripped in the rains was not much

scale that’s nothing if not grand. Ganitha

not been in survival-of-fittest mode. “When

use and the cows, buffaloes and dogs had

Kalika Andolana (GKA), the Mathematics

I entered Akshara Foundation, I saw cows,

stubborn squatter rights over the usable

Programme, in 42,529 government primary

buffaloes and stray dogs that had made the

verandah. Polite eviction attempts were

schools in Karnataka, 4,108 schools in

verandah their home. It was an old building.”

in vain. At last one morning, push came to

Odisha and 2,000 schools in Andhra

Suman remembers its decrepitude, the

shove and Suman recalls how they forced the

Pradesh, reaching a total of 30,33,054

sprawling compound overrun by weeds

fortuitously non-violent creatures onto their

children. Building Blocks, the maths app,

and debris. For want of another location,

feet and out into the compound. The team

available on DIKSHA in Karnataka and

government had allotted Akshara a room in

spread out a mat in the long, deep verandah

Odisha, and QR-coded in Mathematics

this disused school building on Kamaraj Road,

textbooks in Karnataka, Odisha,

Bengaluru, to set itself up. “One table, one

Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu.

chair. No toilet, no drinking water, and no

2

3

telephone. We didn’t have mobile phones then.”

For all that, Akshara didn’t start off
somewhere near the finishing line. From

It didn’t put off anyone – not Kanchan

the amplitude of the present, that era

Bannerjee who joined with Suman, or Sushma.

20 years back must seem bare. Suman

They created the Jnana Jyoti Programme (JJP). JJP

Nadkarni is at a vantage point. A venerable

was many things at once, but most importantly

veteran who worked at Akshara for 19

a foundation-laying forerunner of what would

years and 8 months, she has seen it all,

come later. “It had Maths and Kannada, a

Akshara’s strengths, the closing and

balwadi component and a women’s self-help

reinventing of programmes, the renewal,

group initiative,” says Suman.

and the stark beginnings.
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and established Akshara’s office there. At
least the illusion of office was there as they
planted themselves firmly in reclaimed
territory and designed the first batches of
hand-made teaching-learning materials.
Sitting in makeshift surroundings, looking
out at times at the spectacular dowager
of a raintree in a compound in semi-ruin,
the future must have seemed dim, their
efforts feeble, in the face of the immense
need in government-provisioned education.
The scale of operations – and Akshara
is identified with scale – so minuscule.
These days any programme that goes into
Akshara’s imagination-kiln has a caveat
attached. Is it scalable?
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Other Directions

Teamwork

While Suman’s undiluted focus was on the

Akshara was built by team effort and

learning constituents of JJP, Nalini N.K.,

team spirit. Field teams, Resource Groups,

who joined two years later, was taking

Programme Heads and the leadership – the

Akshara in other parallel directions. It

team at Akshara - sustain and strengthen

can be said that the vigorous community

foundations envisioned, realised and brought

aspect of Akshara’s work started as a

to implementation.

nascent effort with 10-15 women on
the terrace of her house in Rajaji Nagar.
Her brief was to start women’s self-help
groups – as many as she could. She
catalysed 15 self-help groups.

“Fill Their Learning Gaps”
These subterranean thoughts didn’t

Suman says, “We took JJP to schools.

damage energy or enthusiasm, as the

Teachers didn’t have the patience or

three-member cavalry headed off into the

the tools for weak students. We would

day on school visits. The future was already

take them to the shade of a tree for

in the making. They were going to schools

remedial teaching. Sit down with them,

not only in Bengaluru, but the bigger plan

tell them stories and teach. We got 45

Ashok Kamath, the Chairman, has the daring
for big ideas. He visualised scale for GKA,
and with the team, worked for its emergence
beyond Karnataka, in Odisha, Andhra Pradesh,
and in modified form, in Gujarat. No one

Nalini went on to undergo training in self-

thought it possible. He conjured Building

help group management, organised by

Blocks out of thin air practically. An inclusive

Akshara. Fourteen others also participated

maths app for rural and urban children on a

in what was one of Akshara’s early

low-end Android smartphone with restricted

trainings, though imparted by an outside

memory? The team and he persevered. They

agency. Training has taken on dimensions

saw only challenges. No one slowed down.

unimaginable at that point. It is now the
introductory chapter of a programme.

Growth, Self-Development &
Akshara

was for Akshara to venture into Dharwad

minutes for a session. All the remedial

Nalini’s self-help group endeavours were

and Kushtagi and Mundargi blocks in

students from the classes would be

the stepping-stone to larger vision boards

North Karnataka. School visits, classroom

formed into groups and sent to us

at Akshara. Nowadays, the innovative

For Nalini satisfaction comes from knowing

observations, interacting with Department

when we reached. ‘Fill their learning

Community Programme stirs up things

that Sowbhagyamma, one of the members

of Education (DOE) officials, Headmasters

gaps,’ we were told! When we entered

in remote villages where education was

she motivated to join her first self-help

and teachers were all embryos from which

a school, children would come running

seldom in pole position.

group, continues to run one of her own. A

robust shoots grew.

to us.”
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memory that remains peerless for Suman
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is the time she guided a little boy in maths

buy a handkerchief unless my husband

through grade 3 with straws. His number

came with me. I’ve learnt a lot. Such a lot of

counting would come to a grinding halt after

communication skills. You put me in front

10. He was confused and scared. Suman took

of anybody today, a BEO, a gathering, the

the 1-10 bundle, kept 9 others bundled like it

community, I can convince them. I have no

alongside, and helped him learn from 10 to

stage fear.”

100. Learning happened quickly, 10s, 20s, 30s,
40s and onwards, and soon he was helping his
mother with her small incense-making cottage
industry, sorting out bundles of 10 and 100
agarbattis and packing them.

“I became a trainer. I must have trained
400-500 Akshara librarians and staff in the
Library Programme. Akshara has given me
confidence, courage. I was a small-town
4

KGF person, unused to the big city. I got an

Suman and Nalini are grateful for the
opportunity of Akshara. They’ve both scaled
personal and professional growth, they
say. Suman talks of her first encounter with
computers, of grasping the complexities of
interpersonal communication, engaging with
the Department of Education, convincing HMs

identity. I’m so proud I have an identity now.”
How would they describe Akshara’s 20 years?
“Akshara has grown up,” says Nalini - she
has seen it through 17 years and more.
“Step by step, through hard work, teamwork,
commitment. And dedication.”

and teachers. “They shouldn’t get hurt. Our

“I feel Akshara is my baby,” says Suman,

programme interests must be served. Both

of an unsevered connection. “Helping that

must happen.”

baby grow took time. You go through a

Suman and Nalini highlight the personal
empowerment Akshara made possible. For
someone who has made 600-700 school visits
during her time at Akshara, Suman could
never travel alone.

few difficulties. But look at it now. Look at
GKA. Akshara has had a definite role in the
improvement we see in schools today. I
see it and feel a mother’s satisfaction, and
when government accepts and takes on a
programme, we feel validated.”

“I’m proud of myself,” says Nalini. “Proud of
Akshara Foundation. With a post-graduate
degree in Sociology, I wouldn’t go out to
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As the Bengaluru programmes unfolded, and remained an
important focus, Akshara was establishing base in North
Karnataka, a region underscored by poor development and
declining education. All the more reason why Akshara wanted
a presence there. Vijay Kulkarni who took over as Head of
North Karnataka Operations and spearheaded it, chronicles
the beginnings of the North Karnataka engagement and the
multifaceted activities of the time.
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Akshara
in North
Karnataka

Akshara initiated and nurtured many NGOs to

Thus Akshara not only demonstrated it

get into working with primary education and

could implement educational programmes

created a Coalition for Education in Raichur

in North Karnataka, it also built the capacity

district. These NGO partners joined hands

of many NGOs to implement educational

with Samagra Shikshana - Karnataka and

programmes. Akshara took two routes in its

implemented many educational programmes

North Karnataka strategy – 1. Strengthening

in North Karnataka.

many other NGOs to carry out education

Thanks to Akshara’s work in the early 2000’s

Vijay Kulkarni, Former Head of North Karnataka Operations,
Akshara Foundation

in North Karnataka, many NGOs moved into
the education sector. Akshara could use the
services of these NGOs whether for carrying
out ASER (Annual Status of Education Report)
surveys or for supervising the implementation
of remedial teaching by the Government of

Akshara Foundation started its work in

Karnataka at the request of the Education

Bengaluru City in the year 2000. In 2003, a group

Department. Akshara did this work for all

of professionals who had started the Development

45,000 schools in Karnataka.

Resource Centre (DRC) at Dharwad approached
Akshara to expand its programmes to Dharwad
town. It was agreed. This was the beginning of
Akshara’s work in North Karnataka (NK).
5

In 2005, USAID launched its Reach India project,
which aimed at bringing out-of-school children
back to school. Akshara was awarded this project
and was responsible for its implementation in 8
districts of North Karnataka. Akshara identified
partners in each district and implemented the
programme successfully. This gave Akshara a
foothold in the region.
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related programmes and 2. Working with the
government school system by adding newer
programmes like Oduve Nanu (Reading),
the English Programme and Ganitha Kalika
Andolana (Maths). Both the stakeholders gave
a thumbs up to Akshara’s programmes and
partnerships and continue to do the same
even today!
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The Preschool
Programme
T

Akshara could not, however, be a long-term

education entrepreneurs, who uplifted

nurturer of this wildly successful idea. Akshara

preschool education in their areas. Their

balwadis were springing up everywhere, and

success depended on the community and

resource and manpower constraints, coupled

they ensured that people power had a hand in

with the fear that quality might get compromised,

supporting them.

necessitated a shift in thinking towards a
restructured framework that would bring in more

he first of the promising programmes

them TLMs and supported them. The project

children and be a more effective empowerment

with potential for fully fledged growth

took off with such vigour it came as a surprise

strategy for volunteers. The self-run, self-financed,

was Akshara balwadis or preschools.

to Akshara.

self-managed independent balwadis emerged in

It hit all the right notes for capacity, scale and
imaginative development.

As this idea spread with quickening pace,

their place.

Akshara contributed by way of enriched
TLMs and a newly designed, six-day training
format that, among other things, included
intensive modules on preschool content and
methodology, marketing, fee structuring,
leadership, persuasive and authentic

Akshara opened an office in the old, traditional

Akshara balwadis were converted to the new

communication, self-development and

The Preschool Programme began in

bastion of Hubli-Dharwad, lagging in human

model by volunteers courageous enough to

professional survival and success strategies.

2000, founded on the principles of Early

development indices. Teams seeded balwadis

take the plunge. Many of them, after initial

Childhood Education (ECE). Akshara’s

there with much the same launch strategies.

hesitation, decided to foray into this independent

Trainer Monitors first surveyed the need for

Only here, the communities the Trainer

new world. It felt good to claim sole ownership

preschools in poor, underserved localities

Monitors surveyed attached little significance

of their endeavour. They were edupreneurs,

in Bengaluru. They found children uncared

to preschool education, and for the teams and

for and neglected, their parents poor and

the volunteers Akshara picked, the struggle

uneducated and often too burdened to

was arduous. The training therefore had

think about education. The importance

an expanded template for more capacious

of preschool education had penetrated

capacity building.

somewhat in communities, but there were no
facilities close by. Akshara balwadis opened in
their midst.

Akshara balwadis derived strength from their
concept, structure and focus, and the joy it
brought to children’s lives, the need it filled in

Volunteers were selected from the areas to

communities bereft of preschool opportunities

run them, women who had passed grade 10,

and the modest income and tremendous self-

or if not, showed remarkable aptitude. They

esteem surge it gave volunteers. “Everyone

were trained, with focus on the skills they

respects me now. I can walk with pride,” was a

would need for preschool education. Akshara

sentiment Akshara often heard.

paid the volunteers a small honorarium, gave
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The end result was a programme that endured
and had the capacity for self-sustainability.
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An Aura of Hope
V

olunteer Vijayalakshmi Morab had

By and by, parents were simply grateful

her Akshara balwadi with 26 children

that a balwadi had opened in their area. An

in the Odaradoni slum, a little

unbelievable miracle, they said, when the

wilderness of filth and excruciating poverty

elderly Vijayalakshmi managed to win what

in Hosur, Hubli, North Karnataka. Tenements

had seemed like her lopsided tug-of-war

jostled, too sad to be called homes - plastic

with obstreperous children. Now they sat in

sheets strung together, with old, torn rags on

groups, order restored, playing with a ball,

the roof and a rickety wooden door bravely

their clothes, frayed a bit, smeared, raggedly

locking in each bit of fragile existence. There

neat, but with happiness all around that

were heaps of garbage where children

discipline had been firmly established. That

The preschool evolution meant Akshara

relieved themselves, and a swarm of flies.

was her balwadi’s strength.

had a convincing matrix that worked.

In Vijayalakshmi’s balwadi it was neat and

Mothers of this small community were full of

colourful. There were charts on the walls

happy pride that their children were better

The balwadi brought reassurance to

along with pictures of gods and goddesses

behaved and that there was organised effort

mothers that their children would be

and personal mementoes. Even in this

aimed at them. The men were mainly daily

sufficiently trained for regular school.

dark, abandoned corner of Hubli, there was

wage labourers, working at construction sites.

They would do well there, their balwadi

awareness of education. The balwadi had

They had little to do with the upbringing of

background, the learning and grooming

achieved that. It had been difficult to bring

their children. The mothers, though, beamed.

standing them in good stead. Their

The preschool kit was enlarged to encompass

children into the environment of education

children came home now interested

a wider range of TLMs. The programme was

when Vijayalakshmi started in 2003.

in reading and intent on cleanliness,

modified and made more sharp-edged for

Children would run away, roam aimlessly,

practising the good habits taught to

the languishing anganwadi environment.

distract others in class, fight, scream, shed

them, bringing a new aura of hope.

Capacity building was given more muscle

wanton energies.

The Anganwadi Engagement

The true mettle-testing came when the
programme was rolled out in approximately
6

1,500 anganwadis in Bengaluru with
the Department of Women and Child
7

Development’s (DWCD ) express permission
and support.

to professionalise anganwadi workers and
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helpers and enable them to bring more light

and professional and children were more

and vibrancy to a long-ignored space. Not least,

disciplined and hygiene-conscious, had

it readied children for grade 1 and school.

acquired encouraging proficiency levels

Akshara implemented the programme

and were better equipped for school.

School Readiness Programme
But the renewal Akshara is capable of came
into sharp focus once again when it developed
the School Readiness Programme (SRP) for

for four years with an army of field staff

Not all programmes, though, earn a

the Government of Karnataka based on its

and resource people – it was large-scale.

life as a government initiative. Though

experience in Early Childhood Education. The

As is Akshara’s wont, it commissioned an

satisfied with what it saw, the DWCD

exploring of avenues, the ability to create a

independent, third party evaluation to assess

had pending unrelated issues that

different version in the same crucible, even

successes and point out weaknesses and

prevented it from extending the Preschool

if the scale is smaller, is Akshara’s special

areas of improvement. The report confirmed

Programme in anganwadis. For Akshara,

skill. No effort in public education is too

that, though the numbers could have been

it was a disappointment. It still shares

inconsequential to be ignored.

higher, ECE tenets had been adhered to,

a cordial relationship with the DWCD,

an overall uplifting had taken place in

has a blueprint in reserve, and looks

anganwadis, quality indicators had received

forward to the possibility of engaging with

a boost, anganwadi workers were more alert

anganwadis again.

Research shows that a lack of effective ECE
inevitably results in poor learning outcomes
in the early primary grades. The India Early
8

Childhood Education Impact Study (2017)

a direct, three-day training for teachers

reports that school readiness levels at the

who implemented SRP in schools.

time of entry are far below expectations in
the cognitive and language domains. Further,
it points to the gap in teaching and learning
strategies. The School Readiness Programme
offers a solution that addresses this gap.

Central Square Foundation (CSF)
supported Akshara with content
development for the programme. SRP
was piloted by the Government of
Karnataka in 101 selected government

The key components of SRP included: a set

Kannada medium schools as an 8-week

of 40 daily lesson plans; teaching-learning

bridge programme at the beginning of

materials to enable teachers to transact

the school academic year 2018.

the curriculum; workbooks for children;
and assessment tools to track the learning
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progress of children. Akshara conducted
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2006
IMPARTING
THE JOY OF
READING
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By 2006, Karnataka had been successful

first initiative was to do a city-wide reading

in bringing almost 98% of the children back

programme that would be implemented in all

to school. But learning levels were still very

government primary schools in Bengaluru.

low. That’s when we realised that our work
wasn’t nearly done, we had barely begun.
Several independent research efforts
concluded that one out of two children in
primary schools could not read and an even
higher number could not do basic division
9,10

or subtraction.

This was validated by the

study done by the Karnataka School Quality
Assessment and Accreditation Council

As in all Akshara programmes, the first

A fortnightly assessment monitored the

step was to empower the teachers with

child’s progress. Within three months,

the right tools, through adequate training.

64% of the ‘non readers’ who were in the

This reading programme came to be called

Akshara teamed up with Samagra Shikshana

Zero, Letter or Word categories, had been

‘Oduve Nanu’. It was designed on the lines of

- Karnataka at the state level, to train Master

converted to readers. Only 2% of children

Akshara’s Accelerated Reading Programme.

Resource Persons (MRPs). By 2009, when

continued to remain at Zero level, and over

Around 1,76,000 children in 1,410 schools

Oduve Nanu ended, approximately 32,000

95% of children showed movement up the

of Bengaluru Urban District were tested

teachers were trained, the training focused

reading scale.

for reading capabilities during baseline

on the use of reading cards as a method to

assessments. Children who were in the Zero,

develop the reading habit among children.

Letter and Word categories were identified
as ‘non-readers’ and the programme finally

(KSQAAC) in 2006.

began by working on improving reading levels

Akshara had been implementing an

of a pilot size of 69,800 children across 1,309

Accelerated Reading Programme in some

schools. It was eventually scaled up to cover

government schools since 2003. The results

16,000 schools in 11 districts of Karnataka and

of the pilots done so far were encouraging

impacted around 4,12,000 children.

and sufficient to indicate that it could be
rolled out as a large-scale programme.

The objective of this Accelerated Reading
Programme was to reverse the conventional

In April 2006, Akshara Foundation and

process of teaching which follows a slow

the Government of Karnataka signed a

progression - from alphabet to word, (slowly)

Memorandum of Understanding and

to simple sentences and finally to paragraphs.

the Karnataka Learning Partnership was

Instead, the new methodology focused on

formed. The objective of this public-private

‘reading’ (bordering on imitations of reading,

partnership (PPP) was to work jointly

as children do in homes where they are read

to improve learning outcomes among

to regularly) from the very first day.

primary school children in Karnataka. The
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Mr. Chandrasekhar, then Director
(Primary Education) and Mr. Ravikumar

A set of simple stories was printed on

were pivotal to seeing Oduve Nanu till the

separate cards, with four illustrations on each

very end. They formed successful liaisons

card. Each child was given one story card

with the government and got things

a day. They were asked to read and make

moving whenever we found ourselves at

sense of what they saw. Some stumbled,

a roadblock.

some guessed what they were seeing. But
eventually, they learnt to read.
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Akshara
Foundation
&I
G. Chandrasekhar, ex-DPI, former
Consultant for Akshara Foundation

Akshara Foundation did make some efforts

Akshara also introduced the Library Programme

to improve the Enrolment and attendance in

in the schools where they were implementing

some Government schools in the beginning.

the Reading Programme, as a part of the

Later, they felt the need to support the

Reading Programme. Good quality library books

academic activities of Government schools.

were supplied to these schools. Another very

When it was found that children of the
fourth grade were unable to read first
grade Kannada lessons, Akshara designed
a programme called ‘Oduve Nanu’ which

was ‘Nagu Nagutha Ganitha’, a Mathematics
Programme for children in primary schools.
They also launched a unique English language
teaching programme for primary schools

I had the opportunity of working with Akshara

translates to ‘I will/shall read’ and prepared

Foundation as Consultant for ten years after I

sixty reading cards and supplied them to all

retired as Director (Primary Education). I was also

the schools in all Blocks of Bengaluru Urban

After I retired from service, I joined Akshara

associated with them when I was in service as

District. Proper training was given to the

and helped them to coordinate with the

Director (Primary Education).

concerned teachers.

Education Department and the Government in

As we trace back to the puranas or the history of

Akshara also appointed some volunteers

Education, we find that the Education sector was

to support the teachers in implementing

not in the hands of the Government or the Rulers.

the programme. The Programme was a

It is said that Lord Krishna studied in a Gurukula.

success as more than 60% of the children

Our great grandparents too studied in schools

could read the lessons in their text books

run by local learned men supported by the local

(Grades 1 to 7). As a result of this success,

Community. What I want to stress here is that

Samagra Shikshana - Karnataka introduced

Non-Government Organisations supporting the

the Reading programme in all the schools

Education sector should not be viewed as a strange

in Karnataka.

thing. The Community has always been there
with the Education sector. Nowadays NGOs are
evincing a lot of interest in supporting Government
Schools and it is a welcome move in the interest of
providing quality Education for our children.
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important programme introduced by Akshara

(Grades 1 to 4).

implementing the academic activities. When the
programmes are launched at state level, there
will be a need to issue orders for implementing
the programmes well in advance and release of
funds. There should be a time-bound schedule
to implement the programmes of the Education
Department, as they are concerned with the
children, the future citizens of the Nation.
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Challenges
Faced
While
Executing
Oduve
Nanu

A Teacher’s
Handiwork
In the beginning of The Accelerated
Reading Programme, it was a big challenge
to convince the teachers. During training,
teachers used to pose a lot of problems in

Ravikumar B. R., Teacher on
Deputation to Akshara Foundation

implementing the programme. As they found

Karnataka Learning Partnership. “Whatever

digging into our archives. Found this

benefits we derived, we transmitted to

gem of a story that was published way back in
2009. Unfortunately we could not touch base
with the teacher or her students to know about
their growth in the present day.

others. We gave them ways to benefit.”
Nazhatunissa said, “The Karnataka
Learning Partnership is a very good
programme. When children see the story

Grade 4 section B at the Government Model

cards, it interests them. Their education

Urdu Primary School in D.J. Halli had 61

level is uplifted. There’s enhanced interest.”

The Accelerated Reading Programme is

children, girls and boys, sitting on the floor.

But how could the Karnataka Learning

talked about in every school. By teachers,

A stuffy, cramped room with little natural

Partnership continue? How could it be

who are amazed by its impact, by children

light and no fans. There were no cupboards.

perpetuated? Interest once kindled should

who have experienced its usefulness and by

Nazhatunissa, the teacher, kept the class’s

be kept alive. “If Akshara could give us

possessions and all the children’s school

similar cards in Mathematics also, children

work in two trunks. But the walls were full of

would imbibe,” said Nazhatunissa. “That

learning materials. Charts covered them, with

could be the next step.”

it useful for the students, they got convinced.

school administrations that are happy with
improved attendance records.
I personally felt that the Accelerated Reading

figures starting at 1 and running up to 2,000.

Programme was able to sustain among

There were multiplication tables and calendars

children the kindled enthusiasm and interest
in reading along with comprehension and
writing skills.
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W

e could not close this milestone without

and multicoloured pictures. All available space
commandeered to instil and inspire.

Children drifting in from an Urdu
background might be older in years, but
Nazhatunissa said she had to start from
scratch with them, with the Urdu alphabet.

It was Nazhatunissa’s handiwork. She is an

Shaziya was a weak child. Did she like

indefatigable lady, a confident teacher who

studying? She gave a guilty shake of her

handled the training of teachers for the

head, which could mean anything – a
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confirmation or a denial. Her father sold old

she used to learn Tamil. The very first day

clothes. “My mother doesn’t work,” she said.

in class, Nazhatunissa remembers how she

“She is a domestic help.” Nazhatunissa wrote

strove to teach her four letters of the Urdu

down the alphabet for Shaziya and sent it

language. Yasmin went on to read more

home with her, hoping she would study. She

letters. Her father sold onions. Her mother

sat with her student separately, after class

rolled incense sticks. Nazhatunissa put in

hours to teach her.

enormous effort into her work. At the end

In class, Nazhatunissa got Shaziya to sit with
a bright student, so the commingling could
have a salutary impact. Ten year old Yasmin,
tall and lanky, was from Tamil Nadu where
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of the day there was fulfilment, she said,
despite the struggle.

2006
TECHNOLOGY,
AHEAD OF
ITS TIME

Technology and Akshara go way back to 2006.

meant the first step towards systemic impact

When it came to assessments of our Reading

and change was a partnership. And so the

Programme Oduve Nanu, they were all done

Karnataka Learning Partnership (KLP) took

on PalmPilots. Yes PalmPilots, and we repeat,

on a new form this time around, and became

this was 2006, when a ‘smartphone’ really was a

our data sharing platform.

feature phone. It was the first time technology
was ever used in Akshara for that matter.

Under the KLP umbrella, Akshara has
previously designed and released various

Learning is a
Partnership,
Built Over Time
Gautam John, Former Head, Karnataka Learning Partnership

The programme used web-based data analysis,

apps: a monitoring and support app that is

visualisation, mobile applications, interactive

used by government Education Department

voice response systems, and legacy paper-

officials at multiple levels; a child assessment

based data to help create a transparent and

app that gives us at Akshara a sense of

accountable public preschool and primary

how children are learning through our

My first job in the development sector

education sector in Karnataka.

programmes (not to be confused with impact

was with Pratham Books where I worked

evaluations); and a household survey app that

to improve access to books. I soon learned

gauges the perceptions of the community

access to books was essential but the

and compares this to actual conditions in

ability to read is fundamental. I joined

schools including school infrastructure and

Akshara Foundation in March 2009 to get

children’s learning outcomes.

closer to classrooms. I believed reading

At the end of the Oduve Nanu assessment, we
had a relatively large volume of child data. Which
led to us thinking. There are many factors that
contribute to a holistic learning environment.
Infrastructure like classrooms and playgrounds,
basic sanitation like toilets and water, nutrition

But our large database works towards

and quality of education imparted.

generating reports on a programme’s

What if we were to put data of this kind into the
public domain, offer educators and stakeholders
an accurate picture of the progress of children
at every stage and identify areas where the
processes could be improved upon? It still

efficiency: whether children are showing

was a function of learning and learning
the purpose of a classroom. I was wrong.
Learning isn’t a service but a system.

improvements in learning levels and

My time at Akshara showed me that learning

whether teachers are making adequate use

is an outcome of complex interactions

of the teaching-learning materials or not.

between many actors in a child’s life. Neither
is reading nor writing nor arithmetic a
function of a classroom alone. We incubated
the Karnataka Learning Partnership at
Akshara because we saw learning as a
partnership. We wanted a holistic look at
a child’s learning journey. Her learning
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depends on access to nutrition, clean water,

in how we put it together as a technology-

bathrooms and support at home among

enabled platform built on extensible and

many factors. This needed an infrastructure

reusable micro-services for the public

of support. We built this collaboratively across

primary education system.

diverse organisations representing areas such
as nutrition, health and sanitation, political
advocacy and community engagement.

Looking back, we were too early to market.
I learned late in the journey that the
quality of a platform wasn’t as crucial as

We at Akshara believed that
we had an idea that would
help us change the way
education was imparted.

The Karnataka Learning Partnership [KLP]

co-creation and joint ownership of the

But if our supporters did

is this collaborative platform of actors. It is

platform by all partners. A decade ago,

not believe in it, there was

a digital backbone and glue that enables

quality digital data was rare in the sector

progress towards a common and unified goal

and openly licensed data and code absent.

no way it could have come

across actors and actions. A key realisation

These defined our struggle to deepen

was that there are many ways to solve a

partner relationships.

problem and various actors working to solve
the same problem. The understanding that
we can be more than the sum of our parts,
yet retain our organisational identities was
pivotal. This is important because learning
does not occur only in a school. Schooling
includes teachers, parents, communities,
elected representatives and more.

There were also many moments of
validation of the approach. We improved
elected representative engagement with
schools. NUEPA11 showed interest in taking
the KLP netwwork across India. An early
funder, Omidyar, awarded us the 2013
Network Award for our demonstrated
innovation, collaboration and stewardship

KLP did not come from a moment of

of networks to engage and scale work in

inspiration but was a journey of realisation.

public school education across India. While

Empowering stakeholders isn’t a new idea.

the KLP mission was never complete, it is

That data makes visible the invisible and

ever more relevant and ready for today.

allows for transparency and accountability
isn’t a new idea. Including the voice of
communities isn’t a new idea. Crowdsourcing
information isn’t a new idea. The novelty was
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to the level it is at today.

What Made Omidyar
Support Us, at the
Right Time?
Sarvesh Kanodia, Principal, Investments at Omidyar Network India

It’s been a great learning experience

government to improving the quality of

working with Akshara Foundation over the

education, and on the other hand, it drives

past few years. We are inspired by the energy

change at the ground level encouraging

and focus that Ashok and the team bring to

parents and teachers to champion change

their work.

in their communities.

The organisation has continued to innovate

At Omidyar Network India, we invest in

over the years, both on its pedagogy and

bold entrepreneurs who are helping build

its delivery mechanism and it’s great to see

meaningful lives for every Indian, and

its on-ground execution in remote areas.

through our investment in education, we

Akshara has been able to really leverage the

help build quality learning outcomes for

use of technology, starting with the use of

millions of children across the country.

its field force and teachers in its early years

Akshara has been and will continue to be

for assessment and monitoring. And today,

a key part of this journey. We are excited

thanks to increased smartphone penetration,

about the future that the organisation is

it is able to scale up the student-facing

building and wish the team good luck as

learning-focused app.

they continue their great work.

Akshara’s unique approach works on both the

Visit the GKA dashboard on klp.org.in to

supply and demand side, which means on the

see what we’re talking about.

one hand it partners with state governments
and works with bureaucrats to work with
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2007
THE GIFT
OF BOOKS,
IN EVERY
CLASSROOM
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My Akshara Career
Arvind Venkatadri, Former Head, Library Programme, Akshara Foundation

The Accelerated Reading Programme had stirred
up quite a sensation. It was Akshara’s first taste of
expansiveness. The reading accomplishments it
resulted in had to be consolidated and anchored, given
further opportunities to flourish, the gains gone unless
embedded. The Library Programme was Akshara’s
answer to a vexing concern. What better way than
books in children’s hands to keep the light of reading
alive? “And the rest was….. geography,” as Arvind
Venkatadri, who took over as Head of Akshara’s Library
Programme, puts it. He encompasses the scale, depth
and ambition of the campaign.

It was all my parents’ fault, if you take a

to the students. Ten to twelve months of

broad view of the whole thing. They made me

serious work every Saturday and I knew I

read and read, and dream of alternative lives

had the desire, the ability, and the necessary

and careers, so here I was aspiring to work in

perseverance to take the plunge: in the

primary education. In short, to teach.

Diwali of 2006, I asked Akshara if there were

There was the small matter of credentials. I
had only a measly Masters from IIT-Roorkee,

with them.

and some trifling 20 years of experience in

I interviewed with two individuals there who

the technology field. Barely good enough to

impressed me immediately, in very different

survive as a teacher in my own drawing room.

ways. Col. Murthy Rajan was the Head of

So I did the next best thing: I volunteered.
A few colleagues and I, members of the TI
India Foundation, found that there were
volunteering opportunities at the Akshara-run
12

library at the BBMP School at Austin Town
in Bengaluru. We started on Saturdays with
reading and playing out stories in the library,
along with Shalini, the Akshara-appointed
Librarian; then at the request of the
Headmaster, graduated to teaching English
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full-time paid employment opportunities

Akshara’s Karnataka Learning Partnership,
a programme designed to get children in
government schools reading, fast. And I met
Ashok Kamath, Chairperson Akshara, with
whom I found I could swap a metaphor or
two from the technology world. Much later,
I met Rohini Nilekani, who was one of the
Founders of Akshara. And I joined as the
Head of Akshara’s Library Programme.
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Even working with such a diverse team of
and deployment and use of Edubuntu
Linux, complete with a suite of Aksharadesigned activities to bolster curiosity
and reading. All documented in three
languages: Kannada, English and Urdu.
Some joy and pride for us that several other
organisations, international too, have taken
this ‘Intellectual Property’ from us. Freely
shared, as that is in Akshara’s DNA.

leaders and peers within Akshara was an
education in itself: there were different
languages, strong opinions, and lateral
approaches. I believe I had hot words
exchanged with Ashok himself! But we
were all pulling in the same direction, it was
always a very dependable ecosystem. My
own Resource Team of Nalini, Nirupama,
Ramesh, Gopal and Sunitha taught me
many things, among them the need to

And we learnt so much: what worked, how

speak more in Kannada, for example! I did

And the rest was…geography. I spent the

more than 800 interviews and had a peak

to leverage the community around the

too; towards the end of my stay in Akshara,

next several months visiting more than

strength in excess of 400 Librarians. Mostly

school, who were powerful in the school

I trained 200 school leaders in Devanahalli,

400 Government Primary Schools around

women. We met and worked with Donors,

system, and how to get the best out of our

speaking for three hours in Kannada. Tell

Bengaluru, to “appreciate the situation”, as

Government Education Department

wonderful Librarians. We rode buses, and

me, what is Kannada for ‘official circular’?

Lawrence of Arabia is said to have said. I got

Directors, School Heads, Partner NGOs,

simply walked very many last (few) miles.

to know all of Akshara’s field staff by name

and eager volunteers.

There were many mistakes we made – who

and how their work was organised. And got
to know how schools work, what resources
they had, what constraints, and whom I
could count on for help.

We created a complete Library
Programme: Systems; Procedures for
Procurement; Logistics; Daily Operations;
Data Logging and Reporting; Hiring;

So we built the Libraries, all of us together,

Content Management; Library Monitoring

the regular brick and mortar and book

and Evaluation; Training Content and

type. For each of the 1,400+ Government

Procedures; Reading Activities for Children

Primary Schools in Bengaluru. There were

and using computers in Libraries. And

rooms to request in the schools, books

executed a Randomized Control Treatment

to buy, furniture to procure, logistics to

experiment on what effect the Libraries

handle, data to gather, calls to make, tears

had on reading skill attainments. We even

to shed and cheers to ring. There was hiring

‘invented’ a few things: Role play activities

to do: over the next 2 years we conducted

that linked books and classroom subjects;
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knew that a small delta in the salaries of
mobile Librarians and the other Librarians
who stayed put, would be a source of so
much heartbreak? There were terrifying
moments too, as when we had to roll out
the SHW policy to 400+ Librarians, men

I wish I had taken more risks. Could I
not have engaged with the community
more, leveraging talented individuals
close to the schools? Could I not have
worked more closely with Government
Department Officials? Could I have been
less opinionated and listened more?

and women. And moments of stupefying

I owe my present deeply satisfying-career

astonishment: as when a School Head

as a teacher to the many things I learnt in

offered me his chair and asked me what

Akshara. And I am sure that I now know

was my bidding, and when hard-working

what it means to have skin in the game.

teachers would swiftly send for fresh
curds when we were visiting schools and it
happened to be lunch time.
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Akshara’s
Libraries
The Making of
a Programme
I

A

n Akshara Library was a sentient space

Reading Histograms, competitive about the

in a government school, the exposure

number of books they had read in a week,

its members got, creative and imaginative.
The trained Akshara Librarian took them
on journeys of the mind and let them
free. Reading, fun, activities and learning

t all starts immensely small, as intelligent,

At any given time, 1,30,000 children had

coalesced. The books were graded and

dreamy ideas thrown about by bright

books with them they had borrowed from

labelled according to reading proficiency.

individualists in the conference room or at

Akshara Libraries. At its zenith there were

The programme team sourced them from

workstation clusters at Akshara, or, as now,

400+ trained Akshara Librarians on the

the best publishers of children’s literature

over Zoom calls. Impromptu conversations

programme’s roster.

in India. There were books in English and

spring up. Then the mammoth task begins,
of turning abstract to real, making ideas
work and joining it with the government
school system – all the practical necessities
of programme evolution. The Library
Programme took off like that, from the cusp
of an idea.
The 365 Akshara Libraries the programme
created served 1,400+ government primary
schools in Bengaluru through a hub-andspoke model, had 1,50,000 children as
members and 4.25 lakh books in circulation.
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The Library Programme also set up

Kannada and a bilingual category as well.

a fortnight, a month.
The magnitude of the effort was huge.
Akshara ran it with method, precision and
professionalism. Mistakes were sometimes
made, but learning and corrective steps
happened too, instantaneously. To capture
just one aspect of this multipronged
programme. The Akshara Librarian
maintained a range of registers, formats,
documents and reports, big, thick, long

Community Education Resource Centres

The genres were as wide as there are topics

volumes with neat data entries and

(CERCs) side by side. Community libraries,

– biography, space, science, adventure,

remarks. The Membership Registration

as they came to be known, reached out to

animals, plants, people, legend, folklore,

Form, Membership Format, Baseline

children in government schools in crowded

geography, and the joy of stories. The

Assessment of Children, Identity Card,

localities, the surrounding, lower-end private

content was compatible with the classroom

Daily Register, Book Circulation Form,

schools and the community.

syllabus and then crossed over boundaries

Transaction Data Format, Visitors’ Report,

to exploration and self-discovery. Children

Case Study Format, Most Popular Books

gleefully self-assessed on wall-hanging

Format, Books Requirement Format,

The Library Programme was supported by
Michael & Susan Dell Foundation (MSDF).

Central Database Format……
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What
Children
Said
The Akshara Librarians were absorbed into

the Library Programme completed its

Akshara’s other programmes or moved on.

duration. Akshara handed over the 1,400+

It was not within government purview to

Akshara Libraries to the schools in which

accommodate them in the schools, even if it

they were housed, fully resourced and

meant children were going to be stripped of

stocked, in the hope that the Department

an important layer of stimulus. But the books

of Education would take charge and

were there, the materials for activities were

continue to actualise their potential.

there, and the memories.

programme went about the handover
operation with the organisational
method it brought to everything. They
trained the teachers comprehensively in
library management, in books and the
multitudinous ways in which they can be
harnessed, and the book-based activities
the children would enjoy.
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Bengaluru were competent communicators.

•

Four years didn’t go by without change and
impact creation. Children, influenced by
the Akshara Libraries and the Librarians,
the books, the activities and the creative
freedom, became lucid readers, their
thoughts flowing from a higher level. They
became aware and knowledgeable.

Sindhumati, 13, Grade 8, Government Kannada
Higher Primary School, Sarbandepalya, Bengaluru
“We have come to like this library very much.
Such good books to read. We get to play games.
I draw from this whole experience in the library
when I have to do something in school. I get to

2008-11

As happens to NGO interventions,

They were now school property. The

M

any students Akshara met in far-off schools in

relax here. I also learn the value of discipline, to
stay quiet. We work even while we are playing. It
is learning, but there is enjoyment in it. We play
and we learn.”
•

Manju, 12, Grade 6, Pragatipura Vidya Samsthe,
Pragatipura, Bengaluru
“My school teachers also read the books I
borrow from my library.”
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•

Jagdish, 12, Grade 8, Kamla Nehru School,

a library was. Now we know so many things.

Pragatipura, Bengaluru

We had never heard of computers before,

“The activities my librarian engages us in

we had never seen one. Now we learn and

come in handy at school. There in class, I do

play on it. There is so much that is accessible

whatever is taught here and teachers praise

now.”

During its tenure The Library Programme forged many

S.K. Suvarna, Headmistress, Government

altitude conquest for the programme, one of many

me. I have been asked to do the mud painting
I learnt here. Everything we do here is useful,
and there are lots of stories to read.”

•

Kannada Model Primary School, Kamla Nagar,
Bengaluru

•

partnerships it sealed. 17000 ft Foundation is based

Smitha, 9, Grade 4, Kamla Nehru School,

“With a library here, children have so much

in Ladakh where the weather and geography can be

Pragatipura, Bengaluru

to read about so many different topics. They

“My teacher praises me when I narrate in my

understand much more than they used to.”

inhospitable. True to its ethos, Akshara is a generous

class the story I have learnt here at the library.
She repeats my story to everybody. It’s a great
feeling. Teachers ask me where my library
is, who my librarian is. The energy I get from
here is very harmonising, it’s useful. I have
developed a sense of curiosity now. I can do
things in class with confidence. I have learnt
responsibility. I take books freely, but I also
keep them back.”

•

change-making collaborations. 17000 ft was a high-

•

giver of expertise. Any organisation is free to engage

Mangala Sadalage, Class Teacher, Grade

and partner with it for the greater good of children. The

5, Government Kannada Model Primary School,

collaboration with 17000 ft remains among its most

Kamla Nagar, Bengaluru
“The library has many varieties of books, and

memorable. The team visited Ladakh and braved it there

stories that are never similar. Children are

while offering technical support and helping develop

happy to read and exchange notes and draw
comparisons between the stories they have

for them a model that fitted their mission. Sujata Sahu,

read. They are keen to read a story and write

Founder and Chief Executive Officer at 17000 ft, shares

it down. Their writing skills have improved.

illuminating stories of establishing libraries, two in

Arpitha, Grade 5, Government Kannada Model

They take more interest in class, their focus

Primary School, Kamla Nagar, Bengaluru

is sharper. The libraries and classrooms

conflict-prone areas bordering China and Pakistan. She

“What I like about the library is that there are

become parallel streams of study. We have a

no shackles. We do things out of choice, not

good Librarian as well, who teaches through

talks of the model they customised together and how it is

force. We don’t have the money to buy the

activities. Our work becomes easier.”

books we need for our school projects, but
we get them from the library – the stories, the
pictures, the knowledge. We never knew what
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changing the educational landscape of Ladakh.
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Scaling
Heights
Sujata Sahu, Founder, Chief Executive Officer at 17000 ft Foundation

The Library Programme so inspired the local

Today, the Library Programme has become

teachers that they took it upon themselves

an integral part of the School Education

to involve even children from nearby

System across all 900+ Government

schools and today run monthly activities

Schools of Ladakh, making it a success

and competitions for all of them. One of the

story for 17000 ft and a beacon of hope for

teachers was also awarded Best Teacher by

communities eager for a better education

the Ladakh Government for all her initiatives

for their children.

to improve reading in children.

We would not be where we are today if it

Yet another school in a village in Kargil district

were not for the unconditional faith and

bordering Pakistan, a school that has been in

support shown by the Akshara Team,

the middle of much shelling and disruption

specially to a fledgling non-profit in its

Back in 2011, when 17000 ft Foundation

MapMySchool went on to become the

in the earlier wars, has taken the Library

initial days, with nothing but big ideas

was in its infancy and desperately looking

backbone of all of 17000 ft’s programmes

Programme to new levels. The children

and no experience. We wish Akshara

for models to learn from, I had the good

in Ladakh. It became our planning and

have taken ownership of the library, actively

Foundation a Happy 20 Years and look

fortune to meet Ashok Kamath and his

governance tool which also helped drive

source more books, regularly conduct plays

forward to partnering on more audacious

lovely team at Akshara Foundation. I

hundreds of socially committed travellers into

and activities and regularly participate in

ideas together.

remember the many hours I spent at their

remote and neglected hamlets of Ladakh to

inter school and inter district competitions,

office and their library centres, badgering

contribute to their economy and deepen the

bringing laurels to their school.

Ashok and his team to tell me in a few

reach of our programmes.

hours what took them years of hard work
and commitment to achieve! It is no secret
that 17000 ft owes its model and much
of its success in Ladakh to Akshara’s own
programmes which they generously shared
with us.

Akshara’s Library Programme was borrowed
and tweaked for the Ladakh education
landscape, making it our entry programme.
In a remote region like Ladakh which remains
shut for months due to harsh winters and has
limited connectivity to the outside world, a

Akshara’s Karnataka Learning Partnership

story book was a luxury, a rarity that most of

became 17000 ft’s MapMySchool model,

its children had never seen. I remember the

helping us to put remote, inaccessible

first library we set up in 2012 in a tiny remote

schools of Ladakh back on the map to

village on the Indo-China border, where we

generate awareness about their problems.

spent an entire week setting up the library,
training the teachers, reading to kids and
conducting activities, the likes of which they
had never experienced before.
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Then One Day
Shifat Strode In
C

ommunity Librarian Sultana’s CERC in

his innocent face and hesitant manner

Sonappa Garden, D.J. Halli, Bengaluru

completely belied the violence that often

was a roaring success. In its heyday it
had 438 children as members – 218 boys
and 220 girls. They were all fond of her
and her ways, the subdued authority she
wielded, her communication skills and
pleasant interaction.
Then one day Shifat strode in, jangling
the many thick chains he wore, a defiant
autocrat, headstrong and rebellious. He
was 13, in grade 6 at the Government
Urdu Higher Primary School, Goa Garden
nearby, his role models the troublemakers
of Sonappa Garden. He was uncontrollable.
His heavy, metallic knuckle rings frightened
the other children. Shifat did just as he
pleased, Sultana said, and that was exactly
the opposite of what he was told. He was
the inevitable ringleader in the fights
that erupted in the neighbourhood, but
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simmered in him.

Sultana began confiscating his chains and

But there was no doubt in anyone’s mind,

rings every time he entered the library. Shifat

least of all Sultana’s, that he had definitely

got the message. He started arriving decently

discovered a path to self-improvement in her

dressed, a child again, not the street hoodlum

library, and it appealed to him. A wondrous

he aspired to be. Slowly, Sultana established

outcome was his transformation into someone

a hold over him; she was the only person he

reasonably sociable and friendly, though he

would work with on improving his reading and

had his moody spells and violent temper now

learning. Shifat borrowed books and developed

and then.

an interest in reading.
Had a corner been turned? It took a year,
said Sultana, never conceited, for someone

Exasperated and angry, Sultana came

who was acknowledged as one of the

close to using the stick on him, but wisely

programme’s best librarians. There was

desisted, realising that it would only drive

still some way to go. What she had learnt,

him further into the streets, and away from

though, was that if she dealt with Shifat fairly

the hope of the library.

and with transparency, talked to him as a

Shifat was interested in learning, but did
not know how to go about it. Sultana knew
that was a good foundation to build on.
She started mending what was broken
in his personality by asking him the
personal details of his life, what he had
done in school that day or about his home
environment, steering clear of his penchant
for trouble. It struck a chord, that Sultana
cared. Soon he was reciprocating. For one,
he quietened down. The roughness about
him softened and the disruption he caused
in the library was fading into the past.

friend, not accuser, and kept communication
channels open, she could eventually hope to
win him over completely.

Years Later…..
Sultana’s CERC closed its doors in 2008, a sad
ending for a vibrant, abundant domain on
the first floor of a narrow, dingy building in a
busy, overcrowded locality. Shifat had been
there two and a half years, but left before
it closed. He didn’t drop out, nor did he get
sucked back into the messy street life that
he once felt was his entitlement, and he had
made an effort to grow into a better person.
Sultana lost touch with him. Then one Ramzan
month in 2018, she happened to be in Shivaji
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Nagar, looking at the festive stalls that lined

longer existed. The sadness is mutual.

the streets when she had the extraordinary

Sultana’s words tumble out in a flurry. She

satisfaction of bumping into Shifat at a shop

was a youngster then, she says. Milestones

selling slippers. He recognised her before

have passed - she’s married, has two

she could. A big, tall young man, about 26,

children. “I’m an anganwadi teacher now.”

with a moulded personality and great flair
stood before her, respectful, courteous and
communicative, above all, friendly. The smile
never left his face. These were traits he was
never known for.
“He used to be so rude and offensive,” says
Sultana. “He misbehaved so much.” Now,
even the clothes he wore projected a cultured,
pleasant young man in his shop. Sultana
couldn’t believe her eyes. It was fasting time

“But it’s not the same. I miss my Community

The Classroom
Libraries

Library. I miss so much about it, I miss all the
interesting activities I did with the children,
the purpose, and most of all, the freedom.”
“The team was so good to all of us, gave us

T

he 50,079 government primary school
13

children in Akshara’s 1,548 Classroom

Over 50,000 books circulated in the 1,548 TCLs,
interchanged every fortnight so that the newness

Libraries, or TCLs, in Bengaluru and

of experience was maintained. The same array,

every opportunity to grow. I feel Akshara’s

Kushtagi and Mundargi blocks in North

diversity, visual spread, the same sumptuous

mission at one level is also to support every

Karnataka knew one definitive thing. And

productions of before, the same engaging

individual’s growth – no distinctions of any

that was that the magic enclosed in the 50

storylines and sourcing procedures.

kind were made.”

odd books in their Classroom Library cast
a spell.

Teachers Akshara met across schools said there

and he regretted he couldn’t offer her a thing

“The team saw potential in me and identified

to eat or drink, but pulled out a chair and

me as a trainer. At the Jayamahal Extension

Not willing to give up altogether on its

through at least one of the books, and few if any,

insisted she sit awhile in his shop.

venue, I remember, I must have trained close

library initiative and believing passionately

who had been left untouched.

to 200 Akshara Librarians. These are special

that only good can come of it, as amply

moments. So many of us who’ve been

demonstrated by the leaps and bounds

nurtured by Akshara and have had to leave

by which children had benefited, Akshara,

look for jobs that can give us the same kind

once again, decided to give another small,

of satisfaction.”

budding idea intrepid rein. And a couple

The outlet belonged to his relatives and
he was its salesman, with the skills ready
for a good sales pitch. “Wear this one,
Didi,” he offered, showing Sultana one pair
after another. He confessed that he hadn’t
completed his education, not even his 10th
grade, but he had found his metier in life,
a place of content. He was keen to make a
positive impression in a sales career. “He
looked happy,” says Sultana.

of years later, the Library Programme had
a full-grown sequel. Akshara compressed
the larger narrative into The Classroom
Libraries. A little universe of books in every
classroom, TCLs became a more private
and personal treasure store, sheltering in a

Shifat asked her about the library in Sonappa
Garden and was disappointed that it no
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pouch on the wall, within children’s reach.

was not a single child in class who had not leafed

Chinnakka, the class teacher and librarian
of Grade 4 at the Government Model Higher
Primary School in Geddalahalli, Bengaluru,
said, “The library has many benefits. The
stories have morals that make an impression
on children. They’re constantly learning new
things from the books. Children learn from the
science-related books. Their reading capacity
improves. For me, the library is a help for
making children read and write. I make them
do copywriting from the books.”
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Programmes, even the most needed and

The Library Programme lived up to some

vital ones, are not everlasting. At some

high benchmarks. Have schools followed

point a cut-off time comes. Monetary

in its footsteps? Or, has erosion taken

constraints inevitably dictate tenure

place, a dilution of the ideals and content

and continuity. Much like the earlier

of the libraries? Teachers, though trained

avatar, the TCLs were subsumed into the

to be librarians, and well-meaning, are too

government school ecosystem, given over

overwhelmed with their day’s work to spare

to the DOE, and before leaving, Akshara

the time for books even when they see

entrusted them in the hands of HMs and

value in it, and, in the three years since The

teachers in the expectation that they

Classroom Libraries closed down, Akshara

would keep the faith.

has not had the manpower to commit to
galvanise the libraries and ensure that their
intent and vision are realised.
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2007
NURTURING
GENIUSES,
WITH
ROBOTICS
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For three years Akshara’s Robotics Lab never
stopped being in the news. The media did not tire
of writing about the children from a government
school in Bengaluru, competent enough to win
regional and national level Robotics competitions,
pitting themselves against the savviest minds
from the best private schools across India. They
won some, they lost some. In their school, Arvind,
Ramakrishna, Ramesh, Lawrence, and Ameen
were celebrated, their humility extolled, and as
for Sridhar Pichaimuthu, their Robotics Instructor,
their achievements were personal summits. He
shares here the triumphs of those hard-won years.
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Pinnacle
Moments

teachers as children spent more time in the
Robotics Lab. Since the children were often
punished when seen at the Lab they found
a way out by coming to the Lab after the

Sridhar Pichaimuthu, Formerly Robotics Instructor, Robotics Lab

teachers left.

A summer camp during April and May set the
tone for the rest of the story, though parents
In November 2013, Akshara Foundation collaborated
with LEGO Foundation to convert a tiny room into

Sridhar is an
entrepreneur who

a Robotics Lab in the premises of the Seva Bharath

has a production

Trust School complex in Vivek Nagar, Bengaluru, that

unit in Pune where

accommodates Kannada, Telugu and Tamil Higher

he designs and

Primary Schools and a Telugu High School. Computer

manufactures
science activity kits

periods were used for teaching Robotics to children

for government

who had hardly used computers. Activities began in

school children in
Grades 3 to 10.

were sceptical about children coming to
school during the vacation. The enthusiasm
and commitment the children demonstrated
prompted us to register for the Indian Robot
Olympiad. In spite of decent preparations,
the children could not perform well. They
also missed the second run as they couldn’t
decode the announcements made in English.

fixed towards developing the quality
required to win national competitions.
Festival holidays were celebrated in the
Robotics Lab by building newer robots; at
times they practised from 5 a.m. to 11 p.m.
By now, the children had learnt the art of
cracking regional competitions. In 2016, they
cracked the national competitions too and
qualified to represent India at the RoboCup
International Competition held in Leipzig,

January 2014 with introductory sessions that led to big

A new rule that everybody would

Germany and the First LEGO League held in

dreams and big achievements.

communicate only in English was introduced

the Philippines.

at the Lab while children prepared for the
First LEGO League 2015, Bengaluru Regional
competition. The atmosphere here was
even more alien - the Greenwood High
International School. The children were
nervous of the culture and language they
were exposed to. All fears disappeared once
their robot performed well on its very first
outing. Eventually, to everybody’s surprise,
the children boarded their first ever flight to
participate in the national competition that
was held in New Delhi, realising their dream
of flying. At this point, resistance came from
74

Nothing stopped them, as their goal was

With this unbelievable achievement the
children were all over the media. One can
easily find media coverage of them by
typing “Robotics Akshara Foundation” in the
search bars. In 2017, a team from the Lab
travelled to Nagoya, Japan to represent India
at the RoboCup International Competition.
Most of these children have now entered
colleges and many are doing Diplomas in
engineering domains.”
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“It Changed
Everything in
My Life”

lack that robs you of opportunity. “There’s a

What they had were the LEGO kits, a carnival

lot of difficulty about money at home,” says

for beginner-stage robot learners, spilt on

Ramakrishna quietly. “We have faced a lot of

workmanlike wooden tables, trays of what

that. We still do. See, we are lower middle-

looked like trinkets and coloured bric-a-

class people, low-income families.”

brac that were so disparate and disjointed

But this was hard. The collaboration with
LEGO had ended and try as it might, Akshara
couldn’t find the resources to keep it open
and functioning. For the children who

Ramakrishna

depended on it, it was a personal eclipse.

it was amazing something whole could be
fashioned out of them. And yet the children
did – a warmongering, armoured truck, a
dancing robot with Michael Jackson moves,
a machine that performed different tasks in
2-5 minutes.

The Taste of Success

They called themselves Team Masterminds,

It was a sad day in 2017 when the

they had created prizewinning robots with,

blue-painted wooden doors of Akshara’s

and with Sridhar, their Robotics Instructor,

There was something of light and energy

boarded flights to Delhi and later Germany

Robotics Lab closed on them, the cranky

transported it back to Akshara’s office.

in the Robotics Lab. It was no high-tech

and Japan to participate in national and

latch jerking into place, and the heavy iron

Ramakrishna’s heart was so heavy he kept

spectacle, shiny and futuristic. Just an

international competitions. Sridhar taught

lock, an antique edition, fastened shut with

asking uncomprehendingly, “Sridhar Sir, why

ordinary room, dark, humid with the

them to speak in English. They turned into

a finality that felt heart-breaking.

can’t we continue the Lab?” He was in grade

exertions of a bunch of government school

cool, urbane, worldly-wise kids, but remained

children determined to find a place in this

“I felt really very sad,” says Ramakrishna.

9, too young to fathom why good things

the same at heart. The humility, shyness, and

world, not make circumstances be the last

The key was handed back to the

must sometimes end.

initial diffidence didn’t leave them.

government school complex where the

Today Ramakrishna is doing his 3rd year

Lab was housed. There was nothing left

Diploma in Instrumentation Electronics at

behind in that room of the fruition of three

MEI Polytechnic, Bengaluru, all because of

heady years, the brainwaves, the kinetic

the Lab, he says.

impulses. Ramakrishna, Arvind, Ramesh,
Lawrence, Ameen and other senior 7th to
9th grade members of the Lab had packed
their 15 LEGO WeDo and Mindstorm
kits, all the nuggets and bits and pieces

word about them.

wore T-shirts with that proud title imprinted,

Team Masterminds won competitions.
•

2015: RoboCup Junior – Regional
First LEGO League – Regional

•

2016: RoboCup Junior – Regional and

The Lab’s closure was more than one of

National

life’s usual disappointments. He is used to

First LEGO League – Regional and

that, being motherless since 10, the lack that

National

causes stagnation, blocks aspiration, the

•

2017: RoboCup Junior – Regional and
National
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“I like my Diploma course. You see, I did

“Winning and losing are not important.

“The Robotics Lab influenced my behaviour. I

Giving your best – that’s important,” says

never knew the value of things before. Never

Ramakrishna. He’s quite the philosopher

knew the correct thing to do in life, right and

when it comes to the wide-angle view of

wrong things. I used to have a big ego. I was also

life. Mature, level-headed, firmly grounded,

a little selfish. I recognised it and corrected it all.

“I had some trouble in the beginning – in

and as a robot builder, has exemplary

Only because of Sridhar Sir. He not only gave us

communicating. Everything is in English of a

skills. Says Sridhar, “Ramakrishna is very

knowledge he built our character. He taught us

high level. During the 1st year it took time for

innovative in terms of writing the software

how to be a good human being. Teachers care

me to get along with the other students. In the

for robots. He’s a person who sticks to his

only about how you study. Sridhar Sir cared about

2nd year I became very good at everything. I

idea and works hard to prove it right. If it

us. He would ask about my life. He helped me

began scoring good marks too.”

doesn’t work he’s very much open to taking

in life when I really needed help. He’s the best

other people’s advice.”

mentor, the best teacher I’ve ever had. It’s my

When Fortune Smiles

good fortune that I found someone like him. I’m

all the practicals back in the Robotics
Lab,” says Ramakrishna. “Half my syllabus
consists of practicals.”

“After this Diploma I want to join engineering,
do a course that links to Robotics.”

so very fortunate.”

“Self-Confidence - YES”

it. “The Lab was a very good thing that
happened to me. The best thing. It changed

Over a phone conversation, coincidentally

Sridhar is still friend, counsellor, mentor, coach,

the day after he turns 19, he says in perfect

and chief inspirer to these children, Ramakrishna,

Their storylines all begin there, at Akshara’s

everything in my life. It taught me lots. My

English, no dissonance anywhere, “The

Arvind, Ramesh, Lawrence and Ameen. It’s no

Robotics Lab. They went to it every day as to

character developed. I learnt teamwork.

Robotics Lab was a place that supported us

surprise that it was Sridhar who accompanied

a shrine, acolytes all. The energy they spent

I started taking interest in work. I gained

and helped us grow. It brought out the best

Ramakrishna into the counselling hall of MEI

there, it was sublime, in the scruffy glory of

knowledge. Self-confidence – YES. I used

in us – it was that kind of a place. Most of us

Polytechnic for his course selection. Or that it was

that environment. The tactical manoeuvring

to have stage fright. I participated in the

were attracted to it. We were so very happy

Sridhar who funded out of his own precarious

they engaged in could be so thrilling. Those

competitions and it went away.”

doing Robotics together. We always put an

resources – he was between jobs then –

contentious stand-offs with a robot refusing

extra lock on that door to provide more

Ramakrishna’s annual course fee of Rs. 7,000/- for

How did winning feel? Those knife-edge

to be made taught Ramakrishna patience,

security. Because the Lab was precious to us.”

two consecutive years.

competitions, the media’s lavish attention,

vast amounts of it. Their losses taught them

the honours, the achievements? “Glorious,”

Ramakrishna didn’t drop off the ladder or

On the day they visited the Polytechnic, Raghu

more than their victories.

says Ramakrishna, with a balanced head. “It

miss a step after that. Completing his 10th, he

accompanied his son until the gate and requested

The bigger design of human development the

was all so different from our lifestyle. People

bypassed grades 11 and 12 and went straight

Sridhar to take him onward for the rituals of

Lab unleashed was imbued with a purpose

in the Seva Bharath School didn’t even know

for his Diploma.

college entry. “What will I do inside?” he asked.

far richer than Akshara had envisaged.

what Robotics was. And I didn’t know what

Ramakrishna can never say enough about

competitions were.”
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Towards a
Hopeful Future
After every stunning victory

The closing of the Robotics Lab didn’t

Ramakrishna came back with a hunger

end in a cul-de-sac after all. “We were

in his mind. “What is it I can learn

sad to vacate the place,” says Sridhar.

next? What can I do next? What can I

“We dreamt together there. Discussed

work towards?”

robots. Celebrated festivals.” But the key

Nothing much has changed. “He’s still
the same,” says Sridhar. “He wants to
achieve big in life and have an identity
of his own in the field of technology.
He’s very popular in his Polytechnic

turned on that door with the knowing
that there was a future to design.
“Because we already had a task at hand
the children understood it was not the
last day for Robotics.”

as he’s the only student who has

These days, they simply can’t wait for

travelled to Japan to participate in an

Sridhar’s weekly video calls when he

international competition. He has a

guides them to the next level of Robotics,

status to maintain.”

‘thinking beyond LEGO’, using Robot

For all that Ramakrishna is not a
self-important kind of person. It feels
like humility is ingrained in him. An
introspective, reflective mind feeds
into his skills with robots. His decisionmaking in design and programming
has sharpened, says Sridhar. He has
developed situational awareness,
judgement and leadership capabilities.
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Control Boards and building structures
on their own. “I’m excited about it,” says
Ramakrishna. For his 2nd year project he
collaborated with a 6-member team to
design a Density Based Traffic Control
System to better regulate vehicular
movement at busy junctions.

ENGLISH,
TAUGHT
RIGHT

83

Swalpa English Thumba Fun and EASY English were vivid
programmes that addressed the need for appropriate
teaching-learning resources in English in government
schools. The fundamental philosophies that grounded
them were not dissimilar, they were more or less from
the same mould. Only, the second edition was framed
in a more progressive, technological format. Both left
firm, incisive footprints. They were designed and created
by Kanchan Bannerjee, who, as Managing Trustee at
Akshara, had a consequential hand in developing and
implementing programmes across the board. She was
there with Akshara since its beginning, bringing to every
initiative a clear design approach.
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Memories are
Made of…
Kanchan Bannerjee, Ex-Managing Trustee, Akshara Foundation

Not too long ago, I was touched when a
youth tending the counter of a Department
store greeted me with, “How are you ma’am?
Remember me ma’am? I am Basavaraj.” His
face was familiar… He was a student of a
government school where we had run our
English teaching programme many years

away from Commercial Street! Training

trips to Battarahalli as Mentor of South-4

programmes for Balwadi Volunteers and

Block to disburse stipend to a couple of

Makkala Sangathi School Volunteers were

hundred volunteers twenty years ago, to

conducted in a shed with an open drain

travelling to North Karnataka for school

running just outside the wall.

visits and training sessions. The learning

ago. Brought memories rushing back.
From Oduve Nanu, the Learning-to-read
Of picking one’s way through narrow

Kannada programme, the Jnana Jyoti

alleyways, past housewives chopping onions,
side-stepping domestic washing and running

Akshara’s office then was in an abandoned

rivulets of waste water, and landing at the

primary school building with a leaking roof,

tiny Balwadi run by a young girl-woman.

just behind a heritage building where the

Listening to 3 and 4 year old children lustily

Block Education Officer had his office. The

singing “Roly-poly, roly-poly” always made

striking feature of this space, though, was

me want to join them. Akshara supported

the vast open ground which was presided

about a thousand of these community

upon by an enormous rain tree with a

Balwadis way back in 2000.

generous canopy - barely 200 metres
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Middle School Programme, Nagu Nagutha
Ganitha, the pilot Edupreneur Preschool
Programme, the Swalpa English Thumba

for me has truly been transformative as much as the teaching and creating
has been. I do hope we have touched
the lives of children and their families in
some way.

Fun English Programme (my favourite), the

Heartiest greetings to all past and

Library Programme, Akshara Ganitha, to the

present members of Akshara on

new-age digital EASY English programme

completing a landmark two decades!

for tiny tots…. I have enjoyed every bit of
the evolution of Akshara. From monthly
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Reaching
Higher
Harshini
GLPS Mylapura, Hoskote Block

“I was Nil”
Venkatesh
HM and English teacher, GLPS
Haraluru, Hoskote Block

Writing? Not cursive yet, but neat, small

“Mentally and in my heart, I am full of

Venkatesh painstakingly started reading

blocks on pages unmarred by the eraser.
Ever so often, Harshini had the Tab

English.” That summed up Venkatesh’s EASY

and writing in English, small things at

A piece of fairly advanced text copied from

on her lap, teaching a small crowd of

English curve. Uttered in his own words, in

first, beginner’s words. Speaking was a

Lesson 1, My House, in the textbook did

classmates its workings and learning

English, as he struggled for expression and

formidable challenge. Sometimes, he said,

not have a single mistake. Spellings? It was

strategies. They were transfixed as much

won. “Expressing is difficult,” he said in bitter

his head would roil with ideas which he

an area where she stood on practically

by the technology as by the English they

disparagement, after giving his skills that

wanted to express in English, and he was

unassailable ground. She plunged straight

were assimilating. Harshini was one of

thorough airing.

speechless. “Everything stored inside, not

ahead into the days of the week, spelling

Mangala Mary’s two brightest students in her

even Wednesday and Thursday with no

Nali-Kali class of 10 at the Government Lower

pause to regroup. And months of the year

Primary School, Mylapura, Hoskote block.

too, February and August included.

There was little that this grade 2 student
could not for her age and proficiency do.
Vocabulary? She knew a good collection
of words. Pronunciation? ‘Look,’ ‘six,’
’seven,’ ‘come,’ ‘tree’……all in fast, accurate
succession. She could pronounce them
without lingering or spelling out the letters.
Her teacher didn’t have to prompt her.
Comprehension? Harshini knew what those
words meant. ‘Roof’ was the only undoable
test in a variegated array of 10 words.

The bar was right up there for Harshini
and expectations came crowding, from her
teacher, her peers, from herself. “This young
girl is self-motivated,” said Mangala Mary.
Harshini was serious, absorbing her teacher’s
comment with a slow smile of achievement
on her face and an intelligent avidity.
Mangala Mary used to set a big challenge
for her intermittently, and Harshini simply
reached higher.

Venkatesh was Headmaster and English
teacher at the Government Lower Primary
School, Haraluru, Hoskote block.
A spontaneous onrush of English was
characteristic of Venkatesh, a teacher for
whom it had been a non-starter not so long
ago. “When I thought of English I used to get
consumed by fear. I never turned up for my
English classes. I did not know how to teach
in English. At the first training workshop,
I was nil. I thought I would absent myself
from all the workshops.” Then he attended
seven workshops in a row and found it an
inspiration to see other teachers there just
like him, beginning their ascent.
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coming out” he said, holding his head. “I
find it difficult to form sentences.”
EASY English made the journey rideable.
For a teacher who never spoke a word of
English before – “Nil”, as he kept saying –
Venkatesh strode ahead. “I have started
speaking in English to the children. My
teaching has improved. I enjoy classroom
activities more, like rhymes with actions.
I give instructions to the children in
English. My students come and tell me,
‘Sir, Tab. Read, Sir.’ I am using the Tab for
all 5 classes.”
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Two
Imprints

Teacher
Outcomes
•

•

The English Programme had an inbuilt

•

evaluation strategy. Not children alone,

dominated by technology and the

but teachers too underwent a pre-test

acceleration the trainings provided.

and post-test and registered 30% gains

Teachers said they felt incentivised and

in English skills.

supported by a programme that helped

The biggest improvement was the rise
in self-confidence.

•

They ran a flexible English class,

They had more or less conquered their
choking fear of English, many said. The

•

inhibition. They were open to learning

•

EASY English can be seen as a single

programme with two imprints. They took
place in different time spans. First came

them tide over their language difficulties.

SETF, which seamlessly transitioned to EASY

As a result, they transacted better and

English. Both embodied the learning of English

inhabited their space more comfortably.

in lower primary classes in government

The teacher-student relationship

schools. Karnataka inserted English into the

equations were more vibrant, they said.

best thing, they said, was the loss of

S

walpa English Thumba Fun (SETF) and

Teachers explored opportunities for

and communicating in English, not

English and often directed for themselves

averse to taking it head-on.

an independent, organic growth.

school syllabus from grade 1 in 2007. But

in Karnataka where it was implemented. When
its three-year tenure concluded teachers had
gained a grip over teaching English because an
abundance of printed materials supplemented
their efforts, and children had mastered
considerably more than the alphabet and the
odd rhyme or two.

deficits remained unaddressed. There was

In the sum total of experience, SETF stimulated

a textbook and a curriculum, and nothing

the English classroom. The programme invited

besides to mitigate the difficulties of English.

participation in the learning process. But it had

Teachers had no tools, training or expertise

limitations. It brought home the realisation

to teach children who had no background or

that unless teachers and children were

environment in English. The shortfalls in the

given a listening environment, speaking and

government school setting result in parents

transacting in English would be an elusive goal.

admitting their children to the proliferating

At this point, bearing in mind the learnings

private schools around their villages.

from SETF, the NCF 2005 guidelines, and the

Akshara recognised the gap early and designed
SETF as a response to plug the breach. It
was a pedagogically supported programme,
compatible with the syllabus, and had a childfriendly idiom. A range of colourful, printed
learning resources brightened classrooms
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across Hoskote, Kushtagi and Mundargi blocks

fact of technology increasingly foraying into
education with largely positive outcomes,
Akshara’s theory of change was to walk the
digital path and design an intervention using
a Tablet for children who are at their most
receptive in grades 1, 2 and 3.
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EASY English, the new programme, launched
as a small pilot, providing an intimate,
immersive and rich user experience in 37
selected government primary schools in
Hoskote and Bengaluru North 2 blocks for two
years, 2016-17 and 2017-18. The programme
impacted 44 teachers and 416 children.
Enumerating the aims of the programme,
Kanchan Bannerjee said, “Government
school children should know English. English
should be simple and easy to learn. Children
should line up at government schools for
enrolment because these schools have an
English curriculum. The programme supports
teachers with confidence-building and
empowerment through training. They get a

The Tab was at the heart of the English
classroom and became a great attentiongetter. Children became tech savvy, adept
at the touch screen, pressing the arrow to
navigate the pages back and forth, dropping
and dragging, matching text with the voiceover or pictures, or pushing up a letter to fill
in the blanks.
Between teachers and students, a degree of
trust developed during the English period, a
comforting equality. They established a bond
speaker, and learning together became a
shared experience, a communal feeling. They
were jointly in it, fulfilling an aspiration.
Monitoring enhanced the programme’s appeal

successfully completed.”

and propelled momentum. Week after week,

regular and interactive and gave “mini
immersion experiences” in English, thus
building self-esteem and confidence. The
workshops were an EASY English hallmark, a
vigorous, almost personalised, out-of-the-box,
two-hour coaching that the team conducted
for small, cohesive groups of teachers.
Kanchan Bannerjee’s appeal to teachers

K.B. Ganesh
Nali-Kali teacher and English teacher,
Government Lower Primary School, Chinnandahalli,
Hoskote Block

as they sat on the floor with the Tab and the

certificate from Akshara for a year of English,

The training workshops for teachers were

“I Want to
Do More”

the EASY English team was in schools, talking
to teachers and children, solving their English
crises, their visits explicatory in nature, while
the bond-building was carried forward through
regular phone calls and WhatsApp groups.

“The Programme
is Making a Great
Difference”

their fear. The 15th workshop - and they
are enjoying it.”
This was a unanimous refrain, that the

When Akshara started its EASY English

workshops provided anchoring and

training workshops, Ganesh was an

direction, that they explored beyond the

obstinate absentee. “I had no interest

grid, that they were a sounding board

in English,” he said, his honesty tinged

for English for the issues they faced, the

with embarrassment. He missed three

fears they often did not express, and the

workshops in a row, and since teachers

confusion with usage.

were not pressured to attend, he did
not feel unduly guilty about it. A lot of
teachers failed to prioritise them initially.

“You give us examples,” said Ganesh.
“The trainers give us so many inputs. The
rhymes are very good. The programme is

Then word got around. “We came to

making a great difference. Yes. Children

teachers. Drop everything and Read Aloud

know what the workshops were all about

are getting practical experience and

every day. Five minutes at least – for fluency,

and I began attending,” said Ganesh. “I

knowledge, including me. Please continue

confidence, and to know the language, its

have attended 10 workshops. I missed

the training workshops. Please include

structure and grammar. Only five minutes.

only one because my grandmother was

all Nali-Kali classes in your programme.

For yourself.”

ill. Teachers join the first session and lose

Children have to improve.”

whenever she trained them was, “My dear
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Ganesh’s
Classroom

and every English period they pushed

his students with answers to 20 questions

ahead a little more. It used to be an

he framed himself for a competition. His

impenetrable language for Ganesh. “I only

class also received general knowledge

Sitting in the verandah of a school that

back flow taking place. Bhavana was a

knew small sentences. I started learning

instruction from him in English. He was

had just two classrooms and 24 children in

new admission in Ganesh’s class. She

after the training workshops. It has given

always talking to them in English - during

grades 1-5, in a village that could only be

migrated from a private school. “She has

me a great amount of confidence.”

the lunch break for instance. He called it

called sleepy and unstirred, Ganesh cast a

come because we introduced the Tab,”

nervous look at his 12 Nali-Kali students for

Ganesh said. “Her mother came to me

whom Kanchan Bannerjee was holding an

and said, ‘You introduce English, I will

impromptu English class. She was assessing

send my child here.’”

if they could distinguish between ‘y’ and
‘g’, one of the eternal muddles of grade 1
students - ‘d’ and ‘b’ an easier distinction for
them to make. They were riveted, Ganesh
noticed, and his tension eased.

followed. I am encouraged by that. I

has made it very interesting for children.

only understood 20% before. Now I

It explains everything and children are on

understand 60%.”

that came from the suspended flashcards

and learn. A very practical method.”

and the walls which were painted with

walls, The Classroom Library with its books,
and the Swalpa English Thumba Fun chart,
open at Lesson 5 on Vehicles.

The Striving
for English
Ganesh insisted right at the beginning
that questions be asked only in English
and that he would communicate only

The silence was absolute. All the action in

in English. It was his learning ground,

Chinnandahalli happened in the morning

these dialogues, he said, though he did

when seven vans came there to pick up

occasionally intersperse with Kannada.

children for Tavarekere’s private schools,

Since EASY English, he and his students

3 kilometres away. There was now a small

were in a far more knowledgeable sphere,
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my interest. At the training, we are told

and English is fear,” said Ganesh. “The Tab

They open it, log in their name, they play

programmes marked their presence on the

Foundation’s Tab and workshops kindled
to speak only in English. It is strictly

It was a small classroom giving off an aura

Kannada and English letters. Akshara’s old

an overriding aspiration. “Akshara

“What stands between grade 1 children

their own with it. They know how to use it.

numbers, multiplication tables and

The striving for English became

“extracurricular speech.”

Fifteen years as a teacher, this youthfullooking enthusiast, English seeker and
promoter was always driven. “I have
developed as a teacher through my
own interest,” he said. “All government
school teachers are weak in English.” He
had ambitious plans to universalise the

“I was afraid to teach English. I made

language, at least in his own little corner

mistakes in grammar, sentence structure.

of the world, by sharing and distributing

I have understood a great deal about

the EASY English content to friends and

grammar and sentence formation. I know

colleagues in his WhatsApp groups. “I want

the 8 parts of speech, I can understand

my students to compete with those in

English, but to teach is still difficult.”

convent schools. Come here next year and

The brimming over of confidence was

you will find this like a private school.”

such that all his difficulties did not

As for himself, English was his mission, he

impede growth. He spoke continuously

said. Ganesh was aware he had to plough

in English during his 40-minute English

in effort. “I realise it. I am doing it. My

period. EASY English was shaping his skills

satisfaction thus far is only 20%. I want to

in resourceful ways too. For the 2016

do more.”

Independence Day, he wrote a speech
in English for a grade 4 student and
coached her to deliver it. He resourced
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2010
Seeking out English
A definite plan and method defined his

•

He picked up English books from their

quest for English and he set himself

pouch in The Classroom Library, making

demanding goals. Listed below are some

sure to upgrade his reading with

of Ganesh’s self-development strategies.

content designated for grades 4 and 5.

•

He consulted his two children who

•

augmenting facet of evening life. “I

were in grades 6 and 8 in an English
14

•

medium school, doing a CBSE

search for English channels, watch

curriculum. “I read their textbooks for

English movies, cartoons. I watch and

an hour every day if I can.”

understand from the sub-titles. It is a
great way of improving English.”

He referred to books, seeking 1st and
2nd level grammar. “Interest has been

•

Television watching became an

•

Part of his evening was also spent

generated.” He would follow through,

on research, browsing the internet

he assured.

for grade-compatible material for his

The Hindu was a daily read. “On my
own.” The sports pages first, the ads,
and the headlines.

students. “20%-30% of the rhymes and
stories on my Tab are what I myself
downloaded. On Saturdays, I sit with my
students and listen.”
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A GAME-CHANGING
PILOT, IN
MATHEMATICS
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Akshara Ganitha
Akshara addressed the challenge of turning

children how to count. Nagu Nagutha

Mathematics, a universally dreaded subject,

Ganitha came next, a strong, short burst

into an easy and interactive way of learning. It

of effort that stood firm on pedagogy and

focused on improving maths skills by making

teaching-learning support.

learning fun and relevant to everyday life and
is taught based on the philosophy of ‘Activity
Based Learning’ (ABL).

vacuum of NNG’s exit, a larger, more
robust and rewarding programme that

To make Mathematics a success at the

delivered maths without the angst and

school level there had to be a complete

struggle that children associate with it.

change. Change in content aligned to the

Akshara Ganitha turned “a tough nut into

National Curriculum Framework (NCF); the

a palatable morsel,” as Vikas Maniar, then

use of concrete to abstract approach; the

Programme Head of Akshara’s In-School

use of teaching learning materials to make it

Programmes, says. He gathered a powerful

sensorial; effective teacher training; constant

team around the fast-moving project and

teacher motivation and hand-holding till they

together they set off on this “exciting

achieve their goals.

Akshara Ganitha journey with new learning

All these features and suggested changes
had the makings of a revolutionary maths
programme. After a long story of trials and

every day,” says Dr. Annapurna Kamath,
who came on board as Akshara’s Maths
Programme Designer and Master Trainer.

errors, research and testing our methods, we

Then came EY Foundation India and Sridhar

launched Akshara Ganitha, a completely new

Iyer, its now former Head, so strongly

way of looking at numbers.

convinced of the stamina and sustainability

Akshara Ganitha rose from frail shoots.
Jnana Jyoti Programme was a gutsy little
initiative, and teams went forth “like an
army,” as Kanchan Bannerjee, former
Managing Trustee, recollects, armed with
stones, leaves, seeds and straws to teach
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Akshara Ganitha emerged from the

of the model they supported it through its
5-year course and forged one of Akshara’s
most meaningful donor partnerships.
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“Part Serendipity,
Part Dogged Pursuit”

Navnirmiti conducted a workshop that set
the tone for programme design. A chance

Vikas Maniar, Former Programme Head, In-School Programmes, Akshara Foundation

encounter with Mr. and Mrs. Mahalingam
paved the path for design and production
of the IDEK maths kit that became a key
Visits by high profile visitors put a

the symbolic procedure form. That was

feature of the programme. The advisory

government school on the edge. In 2012,

the time it dawned on me that we had

group of teachers from Hoskote taluk kept

when a third grader in Hoskote, Karnataka

succeeded in transforming what was

us grounded and contributed significantly

was asked to subtract one from a thousand

considered a kabbina kadale (“a tough

to make the programme acceptable in the

during one such visit, he reached out for a

nut”) into a palatable morsel.

government school system. Suman Nadkarni

thousand rupee note from Play Money in
his Akshara Ganitha kit and systematically
showed us how to break it further into ten
hundreds and so on to finally arrive at nine
hundred and ninety nine rupees. He then
walked up to the blackboard to write down
what he had done with the paper money in

and Kishore from the Akshara Ganitha

Much work had gone into making that

team held everything together. More and

happen. When we planned for Akshara

more teachers and students enthusiastically

Ganitha, we wanted to have a primary

embraced the programme in Hoskote, Gadag,

school maths programme based on a

and Koppal blocks of Karnataka.

constructivist pedagogy aligned to the
National Curriculum Framework 2005.

Our strategy was to pilot an intervention

Soon word spread. Government officers

with all schools of an educational block

and NGOs started enquiring about the

over three to five years to demonstrate

programme. The Education Department in

effectiveness, scalability, and sustainability.

Karnataka decided to roll out Akshara Ganitha

Part serendipity and part dogged pursuit
resulted in many interesting people joining
the effort. Dr. Annapurna Kamath joined
early on and worked tirelessly to get the
programme off the ground. Dr. Vivek
Monteiro and Geeta Mahashabde from
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in all 7,515 primary schools of the six districts
of the Hyderabad Karnataka Region. Ganitha
Kalika Andolana was born. There has been no
looking back since then.
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A Memorable
Journey
Dr. Annapurna Kamath, Maths Programme Designer and Master Trainer

My decade long journey with Akshara

Ganitha. The Mahalingams and IDEK

has been a valuable milestone in my

gave life to it with the maths kit. A

life. Kanchan Bannerjee initiated me into

pilot in a few districts of Karnataka

Designing Building Blocks, the learning app,

Akshara as an English Trainer. During this

and we were ready to move on to the

was a maths journey full of imagination,

training the then In-School Head, Vikas

state level. More challenges, more

storytelling and games. Our enthusiastic

Maniar, discussed Akshara’s interest in

excitement, as the programme was

creative team made it look effortless. GKA

taking up Maths Learning next. This caught

now to become a movement – Ganitha

experiences are worth writing a book

my attention as the subject area of my

Kalika Andolana.

about, but to end it in a few words it was a

Thank you Akshara, especially Ashok

A Karnataka statewide programme, GKA

memorable journey of cherished memories

Kamath, for this opportunity to reach

led to cascade trainings with a lot of

of people, places and practices. It was a

out to lakhs of children and teachers. It

travel, exposure to new cultures, new

soulful experience of learning and teaching.

has been a very gratifying experience.

Thus began the exciting Akshara Ganitha

food and a lot of classroom experiences.

With the added spiritual dimension of

The wonderful moments spent with the

journey with new learning every day.

New opportunities came our way with

detached attachment.

GKA family, each one of you imprinted

Teacher interactions, brainstorming

Odisha, Andhra Pradesh and Gujarat

Having a Creative Commons licence is

sessions with various education officers,

joining the movement. The programme

an asset to the teaching community and

expert consultations, workshops, lot of

also evolved with more field inputs,

an open resource for the Vasudhaiva

research and a strong intent to bring about

teacher knowledge exchanges and new

Kutumbakam across the globe to utilise for

a programme that would make children

additions to the Maths Resource Team.

better maths teaching and learning.

doctorate was optimising maths pathways
in children and this I thought was the best
way to make my work meaningful.

enjoy Maths Learning evolved as Akshara
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in my heart, will remain as everlasting
memories in my personal album.”
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What was
Akshara Ganitha?

Akshara Ganitha had four distinct principles:
»

A

sequentially from Concrete to

They were looking for an expansive programme that could

Representational to Abstract, the

connect government primary school children to maths and give
»

method of continuous and comprehensive

way of deciphering sums and the textbook, which for all its lofty

evaluation and test for understanding

purpose, could not stir the imagination. Akshara Ganitha did not

rather than rote application of procedure.
»

only supplemented with interesting methods that would explain

»

out things and argue the truth or falsity
of statements.
»

geometry and trigonometry, the basic

Akshara Ganitha emphasised

Akshara Ganitha aspired to the vision the

Children understand the basic
structure of maths. Arithmetic, algebra,
content areas of school maths, all
offer a methodology for abstraction,

Learning, or peer learning.

a kit that had 20 enjoyable teaching-learning materials.

Children use abstractions to perceive
relationships, see structures, reason

understanding by doing and Cooperative

maths with lucidity and simplicity. Its methodology was facilitated by

structuration and generalisation.
»

Teachers engage every child in class

National Curriculum Framework 2005 sets for a

with the conviction that everyone can

maths programme.

learn maths, that everyone can succeed

»

»
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meaningful problems.

Child assessments must follow the CCE

from the classroom and provide an alternative to the blackboard

aim to overturn the traditional practices of government schools, but

work together on. Children pose and solve

CRA tenet.

teachers the resources for that connection. The fear of maths is

Children see maths as something to talk
about, to discuss among themselves, to

Maths teaching and learning should
be activity oriented and must move

kshara Ganitha was the product of creative churn at Akshara.

well documented in India’s policy papers. The aim was to dispel fear

»

Children learn to enjoy maths rather than

in maths.

fear it.

Akshara Ganitha was implemented in 575

Children learn important maths:

government schools in Hoskote, Kushtagi and

Maths is more than formulas and

Mundargi Blocks, covering 47,393 children

mechanical procedures.

and 1,374 teachers in grades 1 to 5.

15
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What I Liked
About the
Akshara
Approach
Sridhar Iyer, Head, EY Foundation India

only internalised this but created a 3-day
programme to get children, parents and

being circulated to MLAs not just for

teachers together and ensured that this

their constituency but also for the

was largely funded by the community. The

neighbouring ones which fostered a spirit

programme caught the imagination of the

of competition to work on improving the

villages and it continued to scale to hundreds

overall quality of education.

of villages in a short span of time.
Akshara has always been a data-driven

exceeded the word count. My best wishes

organisation. I recall one conversation with

to Team Akshara for continued success in

Ashok wherein I mentioned that it would be

the service of the less privileged.

great if not just the officials in the Education
Department but also other public officials
like MLAs have access to the data. In a short
span of time I saw wonderful dashboards
Hearty congratulations on completion
of 20 years!

instead of setting up parallel systems. EY
Foundation initiated support to Akshara to

Got to know Ashok through an office

support Akshara Ganitha and the English

colleague. Maybe it was the fact that Ashok

Programme in Koppal and Gadag districts of

had been a part of the corporate world that

North Karnataka.

I hit off almost instantly with him, though
the truth is that Ashok’s amiable nature will
ensure that most if not all will manage to
get into an easy equation with him.

As has been the practice for all EY funded
projects, I used to visit the locations twice
a year. What I truly appreciated was the
openness with which the team used to

What I liked about the Akshara approach was

receive feedback and not be dogmatic

their acknowledgement that government

about their views. I recall mentioning to

schools are the ones where the majority

Shankar, who heads the projects in Akshara,

of children from financially deprived

that any programme without community

sections study and it is imperative to work

involvement will fade out once Akshara

with the government schooling system

exits out of the location. Shankar not
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I can go on and on but have already
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Support &
Validation
AN INTERVIEW IN 2016

What improvements do you notice in children
because of Akshara Ganitha?
“As support material, Akshara Ganitha is very
good. Very effective learning happens. Place

A

kshara Ganitha created a
groundswell of support and

appreciation. There are teachers
who still fervently safeguard its
kit in classroom cupboards and
drawers, pulling them out for their
students in the crisis situations
maths is known to create.

value, decimals and fractions have become

Government Lower Primary School
in Cheemandahalli, Hoskote block,
graded ‘A’ in Akshara’s internal
rankings for schools. He was also
maths teacher for grades 4 and
5. He had 29 students in school,
mostly the children of migrant

have a connection. If they don’t understand
something they ask me. Every day they tell
me what to teach them in maths. ‘Teach us
this concept, or teach us that operation.’
Usually children are scared to talk to their
teacher. Not in this school. If something is
difficult they ask me directly. So they have the
confidence to go ahead. They will definitely
go to the next level. They understand

What were the difficult areas in maths before

fundamental operations here in this school.”

Akshara Ganitha began?
“Children dreaded maths. The very word
inspired fear. I focus more on maths - more than
any other subject. I used to write a concept or

Akshara Ganitha. They have mastered the

Can children understand statement sums?
“Yes, yes, they understand it. They have
no problem reading and writing. English is
difficult for rural children. If a statement

to explain. That was difficult.”

sum relates to their daily life, they say it

What are the topics that are simpler now?

understand. Money matters, time, referring

“First and foremost, there is no fear about

to the clock to know the hours and minutes -

maths. Children are happy with it, happy to do

they know all that.

it. When you say ‘Maths’ they are happy. I teach

I will give you two examples of the sums I ask

the same concept till all the children understand.
I don’t go forward till they tell me I can. I ask
tell me honestly, ‘No.’ Then I explain it again. For
example, I stick the Akshara Ganitha fraction
strips on the board and children can see,
understand, compare. They can touch and feel.
So the concept becomes clear.”
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“The children are attached to me, they

the basic meaning of maths because of

them, ‘Do you understand?’ Many times they

workers from Odisha.

to do maths when they go to higher grades?

easy.”

problem on the blackboard and the children had

G. Ramanna was the HM of the

Will children have the ability and confidence

is very easy. Transactional problems they

them to do. ‘An old man is sitting in a railway
station and asks you what time it is. What
will you say? There is a clock on the wall.’
‘Your friend is 12 years old. Another friend
is 7. What is the age difference?’ These kind
of sums the children know. They give correct
answers and explain how they did it.”

Can children work out a problem on
their own from starting point to the end?
“They can do that very clearly. Whatever
the digits, however big the value, they can
do it. They are capable.”
Does group work happen in your class?
“Children from grades 4 and 5 sit together
and do sums. Maths is not a separate
subject for the two grades. They get
an understanding of the syllabuses of
both classes. One is slightly lower level,
the other is slightly higher level. The
concepts are common to both. Only, the
kind of problems for the 5th grade are
of a more advanced kind. I take both
classes together as one group. The 4th
grade students understand the sums of
the 5th grade and know how to do them –
fractions, addition, subtraction. Merging
the two classes is beneficial. It saves time
and energy.”
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How did
Akshara
Ganitha Score?

•

Did Akshara Ganitha win the hearts of children? They
enjoyed doing maths with the TLMs. As for teachers,
till the programme arrived in class they did not have
the tools for an easy interpretation of it, even if some
held on to rigid attitudes to reform-minded teaching.

•

The end gain was that a way had been made.
Teaching and learning maths was easier with Akshara
Ganitha and Akshara’s research pointed to that.

•

A huge outcome was that a ‘sandbox experiment,’
as Akshara called it, became the forerunner of the
mammoth, mainstream programme of Ganitha
Kalika Andolana, endorsed by governments in

•

It was noted from qualitative assessments that

•

A key success was the integration the

children in maths classrooms moved from inertia

programme achieved. Its resources

to more than partial engagement. It established

and strategies coexisted with prevailing

clearly that Akshara Ganitha attempted to make

government school methods. They

maths accessible and delink fear from children’s

harmonised with the syllabus and explored

minds. They shed many of their inhibitions and

textbook concepts more comprehensively.

did not perceive it as a daily showdown.
•

•

•

In the final analysis, even if outcomes

Teacher interest settled to an even rhythm, also

were not on grand scales, they were

because Akshara was tireless with its monitoring.

unambiguous. The children who

Akshara Ganitha presented teachers with

participated in the evaluations were often

teaching choices and enabled them to reap the

the first generation in their families to

rewards of their students doing well.

commit to education. Their parents were

The TLMs created value in the class. Teachers
and children together explored their inherent
richness and employed Akshara Ganitha’s
cooperative methods of learning.
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largely illiterate and could not provide the
academic support their children needed
at home. A rapid arc was therefore
unrealistic to expect.

Karnataka, Odisha and Andhra Pradesh.
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Fearlessly
into Maths

to give or collect, trusting her community
to help her work it out. “I usually gave out
chocolates,” she smiles. It was much later,
in grade 5 really, that money made sense
to her. She had been introduced to Akshara
Ganitha a year earlier and attributes her

January 2020

understanding to the programme.

What stands out is the shop. It comes as

Basappa Jakkali is a high-minded village

“It’s when we have to use maths in real life

a pleasant shock that there could be a

elder and the shop doesn’t run on

that Akshara Ganitha’s kit comes in handy.

symbol of enterprise in the heart of this

the profit motive. He was a teacher at

With Play Money and the currency notes,

village, Doni, about 30 kilometres from

the primary school in nearby Dambal.

I got to figure it out. What I studied in class

Mundargi town in Mundargi block, Gadag

Twenty years of service.

with Akshara Ganitha, I implemented in

17

my shop. In grade 5 I learnt about change.

district, Karnataka.
Nothing bountiful there, but it does make

A Sense of Money

I learnt how to calculate, how much to
receive and give back.”

Self-Sufficiency in Maths
Kanakalakshmi’s attainments today have
to do with three favourable factors: the
educational impetus in her simple village
home; her teachers in school; and the cradle
of learning her maths classroom was with the
Akshara Ganitha teaching-learning materials,
from which she imbibed as she played.
It’s an adequate enough home they live in,
with her parents and grandparents. Mother
Sujatha a homemaker. Her father was away
at work in the farm they own where he grows
maize, sorghum and chickpeas. Her sister
18

away in a Morarji school.

a modest statement of thriving and thrift.

Somehow it circles back to the shop.

Thriving, more in intent than abundance.

Kanakalakshmi, his granddaughter, cut

It is symbolic that she stands in front of

Embodying thrift because it caters to

her teeth in maths in this bookstall. She

her shop. It is where she practised self-

some of the sparse needs of the villagers

was in grade 1 then, she remembers,

sufficiency in maths. Here’s a student who

who live here, mostly everyday groceries

studying at the Government Higher

declares, “I was never scared of maths. Not

and school stationery.

Primary Girls’ School – it’s only a few

in primary school also. I had comprehension

hundred yards away. She is 17, doing

blocks, lack of concept clarity. I had trouble

“It is a bookstall,” says Basappa
Hanumappa Jakkali, tall, lean and utterly
dignified, 73 years old. The term ‘shop’
he brushes aside, with its suggestion of

her 2nd year PUC in KVSR PU College in

integrating everything.”

Gadag, her subjects, Physics-Chemistry-

Kanakalakshmi went fearlessly into it. With

Maths (PCM).

Akshara Ganitha in class, it was a joyous

16

blatant commerce. “This village has a

“I would run the family shop when

need for it – notebooks, pens, pencils,

everyone at home was away at work,”

small story books. That’s what we stock

she says, and if customers happened to

here.” The children of the three schools in

come by she served them, dabbling in

Doni need these supplies.

loose change, little knowing how much
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realm to be in. “I remember I had problems
with addition, doing carry-over addition and
figuring out that I had transferred 10 out of
one number to another.” Grade 5 was when

113

she deepened her ties with Akshara
Ganitha and parts of that experience are
indelible in her mind. “When I’m doing
maths in my PCM course I remember
19

how I learnt mensuration with the kit.”
“I was a class topper in maths and other
subjects in my primary. In high school
too.” She secured 95% in maths in her
10th grade, but found her 1st PUC
scores disappointing – 75%. The 2nd

maths. We had no materials to represent

Despite It All

A Progressive Family

At the very top on the wall of the building, at

Kanakalakshmi’s family is traditional –

the entrance to the school, a muted, sun-

only up to a point. They believe in moving

bleached sign reads, “May all children learn.

with the times, in honouring the next

Ramesh Palled was an enthusiast from

May all children grow and flourish.” It is a

generation’s aspirations, in giving their

the start. He looks back wistfully at

bustling, cheerful hub of 330+ girl students in

girls the opportunities to thrive. And this,

Akshara Ganitha’s CRA strategy,20 the

grades 1-7.

in villages like Doni where social customs

our process. Teachers like me depended
on the textbook and went directly to the
abstract answer. No student had any idea
how we got there.”

often-smooth, sometimes disorderly,
ride from concrete to representational to

The school gets big results, say its teachers.

can be ironclad.

The standard of education is good and they

“Let Kanakalakshmi study,” says

take personal care of their students. It,

her grandfather. “Not get married

however, has grinding shortages. No desks

straightaway. Children should educate

and benches in the classrooms, no drinking

themselves. That’s most important. If

What Ramesh Palled remembers vividly is

water, electricity does not reach all classes,

they’re literate they can do anything.”

his maths class, how the activities could

so there is no chance of the internet, the

Sujatha, who studied till class 10, says, “I’m

visualise maths for his students, and then

toilets don’t function, and what there are, do

very happy my daughter is in college.”

When Akshara Ganitha began in the

the traditional method followed. Fractions

not meet the needs of all the students. The

Doni school in 2009 Ramesh Palled,

were a case in point. “The activities

school has one computer and a projector.

Kanakalakshmi’s maths teacher,

gave us ideas, new ideas, triggered the

attended the programme’s first teacher

imagination, linked it up with daily life.”

training in Mundargi block. “Akshara

And small pieces of life events unfolded

Ganitha was wonderful,” he says, face

in class for children – buying a bus ticket,

brightening. “My students were so happy

or shopping at Kanakalakshmi’s shop for

to study maths through a play-and-learn

that matter, and tackling the question of

method. It was a great change.”

change there, or understanding what 1/4th

year mid-term that she recently wrote
should get her better results, she says. “I
expect 90% in maths.”

abstract conclusions. He recalls the handholding, the monitoring by Akshara’s
field team.

“Akshara Ganitha was
Wonderful”

Before Akshara Ganitha, he used sticks
to teach maths, Ramesh Palled says.
“That was our concrete way of doing
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of Re 1 would be, or ½ of Rs 10.

Kanakalakshmi’s grandmother, Devakka,
who has never been to school, has a

It is in this environment of dearth that

decisive voice. “My child studies well. She

Kanakalakshmi grew up to be the person she

also does work at home. She’s an asset to

is, independent-minded, competitive and

the family.”

accommodating, and aware, her priorities
clearly underscored in her mind. She is
aiming for medical college. Families like hers
want their girls to compete and excel, get
hold of a future.

“We must encourage education for
our girls. When a girl child is educated,
the whole village becomes literate. It is
equivalent to having a school.”
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She synthesises both. Gadag, which is

A Fine Synthesis

halfway to empowerment, and Doni,
A gentle breeze lifts the neem leaves. The
tree is a focal point of the courtyard, the
path that leads up roughly assembled.
A strip of thin sackcloth is thrown over
ripening papaya to protect it from direct
sun. The low-key home is their own,
and the shop where maths began for
Kanakalakshmi, gleams, bags full of

which led her on this evolution. She has a
nurturing home. She misses it when she’s
in Gadag. Her grandfather used to sit with
her for her maths homework, tutoring
her in all subjects, actually. There was her
school, “a happy place,” rich with stimuli
from teachers who gave her awareness of
the opportunities in the world out there.

decorative metal lamps hanging, for dark
nights in Doni without power. Notebooks
pile up in the centre. Basappa Jakkali
sings a poem from his book published in
1977, picking it up from the back of his
bookstall, his strong voice reaching into
the afternoon with humour, earthiness

Then there was Akshara Ganitha which, in
a resource-deficient school, was a boon.
It made maths an occasion to rejoice. As
Ramesh Palled says, “Our maths class was
full of learning. What took 15 minutes,
sometimes more, with the textbook took 5
minutes with Akshara Ganitha.”

and a theatrical lilt.
Does Kanakalakshmi realise she is an
impact-creator in Doni? As she sees it,
some of it is fortuity, some planned

For Kanakalakshmi, her time with the TLMs
is memorable. She assimilated her first
solid lessons with them and it stays with
her as she pursues higher-level courses in

and propelled.

college to become the doctor she wishes to
This is where she grew up, this yard,
this home. It was a childhood of grace.
“She was happy,” says her grandfather.
Dancing and taking part in cultural shows
as there is no real place in Doni to play.
But that was alright.

be, serve her people, be a force for good in
Doni, do the “social work” her grandfather
would like her to carry forward in more
substantive ways. It’s the underlying
energy field in this home, her family’s
abiding value.
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2015
THE BEGINNING
OF A MATHS
MOVEMENT
Ganitha Kalika Andolana
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Akshara has always believed in designing
programmes that can be run at scale. This

So GKA was developed as a 3600 model,

means that sample sizes run into a few

not just another learning programme.

hundred schools, and more often than not, we

When we went about implementing GKA,

work towards proving that a programme works

we ensured the following:

in regions with the lowest learning levels.

•

Akshara Ganitha was no different. After a

in, because state machinery delivers

three-year pilot, assessments showed positive

the programme.

impact in North Karnataka and Hoskote. The
Karnataka State government was quick to

•

and make them more productive in

across the state, in a phased manner. In 2014,
this decision to scale up Akshara’s maths
programme as Ganitha Kalika Andolana was

the classroom.
•

Capacity building for teachers and
state educators/resource persons.

announced by the Chief Minister in his budget
presentation. GKA is designed to work at scale

Teachers were given well-designed
tools to help in the teaching process

scale it up as the official maths programme

•

For resource persons at various

with the state-run school system which is often

administrative levels we developed

considered the ‘choice of last resort’.

monitoring support tools using

This set the stage for a massive maths learning
movement, as approximately 60% of children
go to public schools in India. And we’re proud
to say, we’ve never looked back since.
But the plan needed to be a little different this
time. While the state was invested, we needed
to ensure other stakeholders like the teachers
and department heads, parents and the
community at large were equally involved and
accountable for the children’s learning levels.
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Government’s involvement and buy-

mobile phone apps (developed inhouse) which allow them to know
regularly where the deficits are and
focus on improving them.
Phase 1 of GKA saw it being implemented
in the six districts of the Hyderabad
Karnataka region (about 7,600 schools) for
children in grades 4 and 5.
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ODISHA

GEOGRAPHIC
FOOTPRINT

ANDHRA PRADESH

OF GKA IN INDIA

2,000

MODEL SCHOOLS

13

DISTRICTS

KARNATAKA

2,85,000

42,000 +

CHILDREN
GRADES 1 -5

SCHOOLS

2,075 +

34

TEACHERS &
RPs TRAINED

DISTRICTS

20,00,000

EXPANSION PLAN FOR THE YEAR 2020-21
3,000 additional primary schools are
given Ganitha Mitra Kit

CHILDREN
GRADES 4 -5

39,000 +

4,100 +

By the end of the academic

2

has grown to be something

SCHOOLS

DISTRICTS

2,47,000
CHILDREN
GRADES 1 -5

4,100 +

year 2020, GKA’s footprint
like this. If this isn’t proof of
a scalable solution, what is?
None of these efforts
would have seen the
light of day had they not

TEACHERS &
RPs TRAINED

found support within the

EXPANSION PLAN FOR THE YEAR 2020-21
To train 52,000 teachers in
Foundational Numeracy
Impact 9,00,000 children in Grades 1 & 2
Across 48,200 schools in all 30 districts

staff and of course our

department, our own field
supporters and donors. To
say the least, we have had
a silent army standing by
us all through this journey.

TEACHERS &
RESOURCE PERSONS
(RPs) TRAINED

They’ve taken time out to
pen down what made them
believe in a model like this
and back it all the way.

All numbers are for the academic year 2020-2021
MAP NOT TO SCALE
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How an
Intervention Like
This Worked
Dr. M. T. Reju, Former State Project Director,
Samagra Shikshana Karnataka

I fondly remember the support Akshara

The efforts and long-lasting results of GKA

extended to me. Mr. Ashok and Mrs.

can be seen not only in the children who

Vaijayanti, both were always supportive

benefited, but also in the development of

and helpful.

new teacher training formats, showcasing

Any intervention, more so if it is related to
improving quality or relooking the basic

community connect, and spreading the
availability of TLMs.

Experiences
with Akshara
Foundation
N. Nagaralli, Retd. DDPI and Former Advisor, Akshara Foundation

When I retired from service as Deputy

have attended all the English and Maths

Director of Public Instruction, Gadag, I came

teachers’ trainings and appealed to them

in contact with Akshara Foundation officials.

to work wholeheartedly for the successful

I was very much impressed by the mission

implementation of Akshara’s programmes.

and working culture of Akshara, its aims
and objectives, and its relentless efforts in

process – it can be placed only in the wider

I am sure all these have contributed to the

implementing its various programmes. This

context and process. If the intervention is

improvement of learning levels of children

impression made me accept the opportunity to

a stand-alone one, it would be very difficult

in the state. I am also sure that these actions

serve the cause of Akshara Foundation along

to sustain. Onboarding of the Panchayati

need to be continued to ensure similar

with its dedicated staff and volunteers.

Raj System (PRS), Commissioners Public

support to new children. Hope both Akshara

Instruction (CPIs), State Project Directors

and the Department will take it forward.

(SPDs) and district level staff is necessary

Your support in developing the pre-primary

in the overall life cycle of the programme,

curriculum was also important. So are the

not just in the conceptualisation and pilot

many suggestions both of you gave me in

phases. The reason for Akshara’s GKA

the last three years. I am grateful forever.

intervention doing very well during 2017-19,
I feel, is because of that.
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I have interacted with the teachers,
encouraged them and changed their
attitudes and involved them in the teachinglearning process positively. The teachers
accepted the programmes willingly and
joined hands to give full suppprt to achieve

Immediately after joining Akshara I was asked to

grand success in the implementation

participate in the teachers’ training programmes

of Akshara programmes like Ganitha

in Kushtagi and Mundargi blocks. As I had

Kalika Andolana, Gram Panchayat Level

worked in various capacities in the Education

Mathematics Contests, Swalpa English

Department for nearly 30 years I was familiar

Thumba Fun, the Reading Programme and

to all primary teachers of North Karnataka

the installation of Classroom Libraries. After

which helped me reach all of them and convince

successfully imparting teachers’ trainings

them easily about Akshara’s programmes. I

we witnessed remarkable changes in the
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Supporting Unique,
Technology-Driven
Innovations

teaching-learning process and rapidly
Akshara’s programmes became very popular
and they have become the talk of schools,
teachers, parents and the public.
For the successful and effective
implementation of Akshara’s programmes
we need the full cooperation of the officers
of the Education Department. Here I have
worked as liaison officer to bridge the

Samitha Manoharan, Lead, CSR, Target in India

gap between Akshara and the Education
Department. As I was very close to the
officers I got full support from them at the
district and block levels in issuing official
letters to schools and motivating teachers to

programme implemented in all villages and

participate in all of Akshara’s programmes

schools. Because of public support, Akshara’s

actively and positively.

community programmes sustained for a long

My first interaction with Akshara on the

a few children and the app itself could be

time and helped to achieve progress in the

ground was when I visited a small village in

downloaded on a basic smartphone.

standard of education in all primary schools.

Karnataka’s Hoskote district in 2012. Here,

GKA is a unique programme which was
appreciated by all teachers, parents,
children and public officers. The Maths

All these programmes achieved grand success

kits which were well designed by Akshara

because of the continuous and vigilant

are self-learning tools which have created

guidance and support of Akshara Foundation’s

interest among students to learn Maths

Chairman, Ashok Sir, Shankar Narayan and

easily and effectively. The Gram Panchayat

other devoted officials and volunteers.

Maths Contests were conducted throughout
the state with the full support of the local
administration, the School Development and
Monitoring Committees and donors. Because
of the community support this programme
received it achieved grand success. As a
result of this, GKA was extended to other
states also. Akshara has achieved another
remarkable success with the Wall Writing
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I feel proud to be part of the Akshara
organisation and am truly lucky to serve their
programmes. I am grateful to the Chairman
and other officials for having extended
their full cooperation and I look forward to
Akshara’s work continuing with zeal, vigour
and dedication.

they were running a summer camp to help
children reinforce what they had learned
during the school year with the help of an
app that Akshara had created, downloaded
on a tablet computer.

This was my introduction to Ganitha
Kalika Andolana in action. An Akshara
programme that seeks to make learning
maths a mass movement at the grassroots,
GKA has impacted ~3 million children
across three states to date. And it is deeply

What struck me was how the digital divide

satisfying to know we played a role in

had been erased – children in the village

making this happen.

had access to learning resources that
were typically restricted to their urban
counterparts. And if their animated
discussions were anything to go by, they
loved what they were learning and how they
were learning it. Each tab was shared among

I still remember the day when Ashok
Kamath, Chairman of Akshara visited us at
Target and first talked about what seemed
like an audacious dream at the time - that
of taking maths skills to nothing less than
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“GKA is Very
Beautiful”
The Akshara team has been working closely
with Ramakrishna Sadalage, District Institute
of Education and Training (DIET) Lecturer,
Belagavi district, Karnataka and has great
a million children and giving them a solid

As GKA expanded over the years, we

foundation for anything they choose to do

appreciated how Akshara shared their

later in life.

resources and knowledge with anyone who
can benefit from these, including our other

At Target, supporting the communities
we operate in is a core value. We believe
in supporting unique, technology-driven
innovations to help bridge the gaps faced
by the marginalised and underserved in our
communities in a cost-effective manner.

15+ partner NGOs. They also democratised
data – from their own projects and those of

and committed. He takes GKA seriously,” the
team says.
A high-functioning education official, his
GKA Phase 3 trainings at the district, block
and cluster levels are renowned for design,
clarity and delivery. A stickler for punctuality

Education wing. I not only train, I also follow
up on education. I go to 10 schools in a
month with visit formats, supervise learning
and investigate deficits. I give guidance and
direction. I check to see if children know the
3 ‘R’s of reading, writing and arithmetic.
Our district is educationally backward.
People are poor and underprivileged.
Illiteracy is very high.

our other partner NGOs – to push for reforms

and doing it right, he exhorts teachers to

I knew of Akshara Foundation even before.

that will positively impact primary education

participate in GKA. If they’re absent for a

In the last two years my familiarity with the

initiatives in India.

training he conducts another batch for them

organisation has grown. Children are scared

to prevent loss of knowledge transmission.

of maths. With GKA’s materials there’s no

Akshara’s philosophy and approach of using

We remain committed to creating meaningful,

technology to make a large-scale impact

long-term impact by building a sustainable

tied in beautifully with our own belief of

ecosystem in the communities where we

supporting education as the great leveller.

operate: in 2019, Target team members

We signed on to support the initiative

devoted over 10,000 volunteering hours of

immediately and without reservation.

community work. And the impact that Akshara
is creating inspires us to do more every day.
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respect for his work practices. “He’s dedicated

“I work in DIET’s Pre-service Teachers’

Ramakrishna Sadalage is the Nodal Officer for
GKA in Ramdurg block, a position of influence
for the programme. One of his regular duties
is to engage with BEOs to ensure that it is
effectively implemented.
“We’re happy he is in Belagavi for GKA,” the
team says. “We can see the results.”

fear now. You know how children get excited
about their games period. Before COVID,
they used to ask their teachers to teach
maths during that period with the GKA
materials. GKA has triggered their interest.
GKA is very beautiful.
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2016
COMMUNITY
INTERVENTIONS

We have selected good Maths Resource

You have given us TLMs which are fully

Persons from our pool of teachers in all

developed and prepared, and because GKA

the blocks of Belagavi. The training has

is disseminated through the play method of

made them experts and they have been

learning, it is very effective.

appointed as Nodal Officers for GKA.
They spread GKA across the blocks. It’s a
wonderful thing.

During this COVID situation we’re doing online
classes for teachers and training them. My work
has mostly gone online now. We’re staying

We trained CRPs. They formed a District

positive at DIET. We’re giving the responsibility

Resource Group and we called a meeting

to teachers. There will be a learning gap.

whose agenda was: The Progress of GKA.

Children will need enhanced support. We tell

The focus was on implementation and

teachers not to waste time, to undergo the

problem-solving. We got subject matter

online trainings we’re providing and fulfil their

experts, BEOs, BRCs, senior Nali Kali

role as teachers. Our aim is quality education.

teachers and Resource Persons. We got

We will work for it.

positive feedback. Nobody reported a
problem with GKA. They were asking for the
kit for the 6th and 7th grades.
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You have given me the privilege to discuss
education for which I thank you from my heart.”
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Gram Panchayat Maths Contests
can be viewed on the GKA Dashboard
The contests were conceived as a transparent

at klp.org.in (link to https://klp.org.

way to assess children’s maths abilities and

in/gka/#searchmodal?from=2018-06-

share the results with all the stakeholders so

01&to=2019-03-31)

that collective action can be taken to improve

While part of the GKA model makes sure
the supply side of the chain is working like a
well-oiled machine, we needed to stimulate the
demand side as well. The demand for better
quality education, the demand for better learning
levels. Because if a programme has no demand, it
would be impossible for it to be sustainable after
Akshara exits that geography.

1-3-6-9 Wall Writings
The monthly School Development and
Monitoring Committee meetings; the
quarterly parents’ meetings; the biannual
parental review of children’s learning
during the government’s Community
Goes to School programme; and the

the way children learn and understand maths.

After the completion of each GP contest,

The children are tested for the previous year’s

a report is shared with the GP, along

competencies in an ASER-kind of test.

with a school-wise report that has

In the academic year 2019-‘20, 1,779 GP

recommendations to each school based on

contests were conducted in 16 districts of

their performance and has QR codes to point

Karnataka. Over 2.5 Lakh children from 9,165

to the training videos that are created to

schools participated in these contests. The

help improve learning levels (on the Ministry

communities raised and spent about INR 2.7

of Human Resource Development (MHRD)

Cr for arranging lunch, logistics and prize

approved DIKSHA Platform). 1,470 such

money for children. The GP contest data

contest reports have already been shared.

regular attendance of children for 9

The popular African proverb ‘It Takes A Village To

months. These are the points inscribed

Raise A Child’ has been an Akshara favourite for

on the Wall Writings.

whole community has an essential role to play in
the growth and development of its young people.

These writings encapsulate the process
of educating children that needs to be
followed. To encourage community

Since 2016, Akshara has been working extensively

involvement and create awareness,

with the community towards sensitising them

Akshara promoted the 1-3-6-9 Wall Writing

about their child’s education and making them

activities in public places so that people

feel accountable for it. We do this in many ways,

could read this information and act on it.

starting with Household Visits, where our field
force visits the community at home to educate
them about GKA and the importance of learning

CLASS 6

6000
NUMBER OF STUDENTS

a while now, because of its clear message: the

THE GRAPH IS FROM AN INTERNAL ANALYSIS OF THE GP CONTEST DATA OF THE LAST FOUR YEARS.
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IMPACT STORY

“It’s So Useful
for Students”
Honnappa Uddanavar
Gram Panchayat Team Leader
Shirahatti Block, Gadag District, Karnataka
Honnappa Uddanavar has an easy,
There has been an increase in the

These volunteers are trained and given

participation of children every year. The

the necessary resources. This cadre of

graph is of 6th graders and shows an

EVs is very valuable as they become our

improvement in mean score across the years

hearty laugh and slips effortlessly into
conversation. At 29, he’s a multitalented
person. No matter the financial difficulties
that besiege him, he overrides them. The

became an inadvertent witness to a GP

local ambassadors. They organise GP

limits of his village, Konchigeri , don’t ring

Contest unfolding there. Curiosity propelled

with a lower standard deviation. This shows

contests with minimal support from us

fence him. He finds a way through, putting

him towards the team member conducting

that more children are scoring around the

and oversee the implementation of GKA

petrol into his motorbike, with his own

it. They got talking and he heard about

improved mean. The number of children

inside classrooms.

money, and travelling long stretches to

Akshara and GKA, under whose broad

conduct GP Contests or identify Education

purview the contests take place

getting a higher score shows an increase
across the years.

All these community interventions have

Volunteers and train them. As GP Team

brought various stakeholders together –

Leader, he doesn’t get paid for what he

The graph also shows a better normal

GP members, teachers, SDMC members,

does. It’s the work that drives him.

distribution and is not skewed more towards

Panchayat Development Officers (PDOs),

the left and hence shows that the children

Education Department officials and

are scoring better.
Over the last couple of years, we have
raised a cadre of over 15,000 Village
Education Volunteers (EVs) who commit two
hours a month for the cause of education.
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When Honnappa is not doing his B.Ed he’s
immersed in Akshara, and if time hangs
heavy, he turns into a motivational speaker

Honnappa could well be a part of Akshara’s

at community congregations. “I can talk

staff for all the enthusiasm he invests

without preparing – about my family, other

parents to stress the importance of quality

in his role. He has, after all, learnt from

topics and my experience.” His friends extol

learning and question learning outcomes.

some of Akshara’s finest field teams. Once

him for the helping hand he extends to the

three years back, Honnappa visited his old

community. Contentment with life as it is

government school to get a certificate and

ripples when he says, “I’m happy as I am.”
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IMPACT STORY
“I went to a private school for five

They pass the fear on to the children. These

years. After that it was all in government

programmes – GKA and the GP Contests

schools. The perception in primary school

– banish fear. When I visit schools I tell

is that maths is difficult. ‘It is tough,’

children, ‘Maths is an easy subject.’ That’s my

everyone said. We developed a prejudice

introduction to them.

towards it. In the 5th and 6th grades, I was
inspired by a maths teacher. There were
no resources, only the textbook. I look at
the GKA kit today and think, ‘It’s so useful
for students.’ It cultivates their interest in
maths, increases it. So many materials. The
concepts become easier.

When you give teachers the GKA kit, teaching
happens effectively. Children do better
when there is a contest. It gives them an
idea of how to do competitive exams. I
conducted the Konchigeri GP Contests as
the Nodal Officer for Akshara Foundation. I
independently conducted the contests. I also

I did my BA and had to take a two-year

handled three other GP Contests. I have the

break because of financial problems at

confidence to do them on my own because

home. My village has many graduates.

the teachers are known to me.

After my B.Ed I want to be a teacher. I love
teaching. I’ve served as guest teacher in a
government school before. Teaching is a
social cause.

programme, I got the feeling that I didn’t
have all this in my school days. I feel our
village children shouldn’t get cheated
of opportunity. They should get proper
guidance. We as a society should be
supportive of our children.
I spent time getting inspired by the GKA

Muttappa Gudlanur comes across as a thinker
and philosopher and a practical kind of dreamer,
his words soaked in hardy wisdom. This is what
he says, for instance, on the strangeness of these
COVID times: “Don’t close the book. When bad
things happen in your life, just turn the page and
begin a new chapter.”
“Or take this aphorism: “Among all the crores of

“Education is a good cause and I
have a desire to help. I’ve been with

creatures on earth, human beings are the best.

COVID. We’ve visited 150 households and

But many people don’t help others. Money is most

Akshara Foundation for two years. I

expressed our caring and support. We’ve

important. A person, young or old - a helping

travelled to many villages recently

nature is most important.”

and got 500 people to download the

should take.
I have financial commitments to shoulder.

The Akshara team gives an example of his
sincerity. “We were conducting GP Contests

Building Blocks’ maths app in their
smartphones. I’ve conducted many

simultaneously in five different places. We didn’t

GP Contests. Do you know, they give

have a GP Team Leader to oversee one of them.

prizes to children who score good

go wherever government appoints me.

We called Muttappa urgently. He was busy with

marks – notebooks, pens, dictionary.

As long as I’m in this village I will work for

some important personal work. He left it all and

Akshara Foundation. Even after I become

came over to conduct it, in a different block. To

a government schoolteacher, I want to

travel from one block to another in the interior is

but they’re singing. The interest they

continue it.”

difficult, but Muttappa made it there.”

have in singing is not there for books.

So once I become a teacher, I’ll have to

programme. It’s so important in today’s

Only 21 years old, with this wise head on his

context. Even adults are afraid of maths.

shoulders, he’s passionate about education.
“That’s why we selected him,” the team says.
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Muttappa Gudlanur
Gram Panchayat Team Leader
Hirewadatti village, Mundargi Block,
Gadag District, Karnataka

Our village hasn’t been affected so much by

informed people about the precautions they

When I came to know about the GKA

“I’m a
Hardworking
Person”

Children don’t read books these days,

They’re achieving in different other
fields. We should give scope for that.
That scope is not there in our system.
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IMPACT STORY

I’m famous in my village. I’m recognised,
I’m good at conducting meetings, social
mobilisation, singing. (He bursts into
song, his own composition, a slightly
complex tune which is note-perfect.)
At the GP Contests I hand out the question
papers according to the categories. I check
the answer papers and finalise children’s
names for the prizes. My heart shrinks
when I see the marks. My village children
don’t get good marks. I can’t digest it.
I get the HM, teachers and SDMC together
and hold a meeting and talk to them about
the 1-3-6-9 formula. (Akshara’s community

My father is a farmer, my mother is a
farmer. I am a farmer. We have our own
farm of about 12 acres, groundnuts

“We’re Trying
to Progress on
All Fronts”
Sahadeb Sahoo
Village Sarpanch
Nuniapali, Loisinga Block, Balangir District

mainly. Four sisters. I’m the only man.
I’ll continue to be a farmer. If a farmer
doesn’t get work, there’s no food for
anyone. My dream is to become a
good farmer.

“From morning 6 to 10 at night I am on call,”

Panchayat. “We’re doing programmes

says Sahadeb Sahoo, quite contentedly.

with many such organisations,” says

“Everything is going well. No tension.”

Sahadeb Sahoo. “I participate as a

That optimism gets tempered as he
continues, “It’s not that there are no

guidelines for school upliftment, which,

My future? Through me many people

problems. Problems there are plenty. But

incidentally, he repeats by heart.)

have been helped to achieve better

problems are there to be overcome.”

For any improvement in life, your home is
where it begins. It is your first paathshala
(school). There God is supreme.
Point 9 of the formula is: ‘Every child must
attend school.’ It’s happening in my village.
Before COVID, I used to visit schools twice
a week.

things. Everything is easy when you’re
busy. Nothing is easy when you’re lazy.
I’m a hardworking person.
I would like to continue to work
for Akshara Foundation. As long as
there’s life I’d like to work like this for
the community.”

Akshara’s Odisha team is familiar with this
41-year-old Village Sarpanch, active through
the day. “Sahadeb Sahoo has a holistic view

inform people of the work we do in our
villages so other GPs can emulate and
learn from us.”
“Sahadeb Sahoo takes the success story
of his Panchayat to the district level,”
says the team.

of development in his Panchayat – health,

Nuniapali is an underdeveloped area,

education.” The infrastructure work he

a rural belt, agriculture and daily wage

initiates in the schools in his jurisdiction is

labour the main sources of livelihood. A

getting recognised beyond the boundaries of

farmer and businessman, and a degree

his Panchayat. “We see it happening,” says

holder too, with a rustic background

the team.

and a rugged accent, he regrets that

NGOs and community based organisations
are welcomed with open arms in his
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guest in their meetings and address and

the virus has thrust education into a
downward spiral.
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IMPACT STORY
“Education couldn’t get the

We have allocated Rs. 50,000 from the GP

importance it deserved in this COVID

Development Plan for the GP Contests in

19 period. Schools as you know are shut.

the interests of quality education. We have

Our GP monthly meetings also didn’t

conducted one contest.

take place. It was difficult to take forward
any development work.

The GKA materials are very useful for
developing in children an interest in maths.

Some work is going on because of

It’s doing good work in that area.

21

MNREGA. Tree planting and work like
that. Our GP is free of the virus. It is the
Sarpanch’s responsibility to ensure that.
We have been given special powers by
government to handle the crisis. It’s
because of my work that we have not
had the virus here.
Migrants are coming back. We have set
up temporary medical camps for them
for 14 days of isolation. They’re released
only when they test negative for COVID.
But schooling is not happening. Children

When I come home in the evening I pay
attention to my children’s education. I have
who’s in 5th grade. My son got the 2nd prize

The first thing Akshara’s Odisha team will

The question, the answer to which sealed

in last year’s GP Contest. My children go to

tell you about Ganesh Kumar Sahu is that

his victory, was, ‘How will you go about

government schools.

he is fearless, he speaks his mind freely, that

development if you become a Panchayat

he takes people’s problems to higher-level

leader?’ Ganesh Kumar Sahu says, “I focused

We are constructing boundary walls for

administrative forums. He takes data with him

on the environment and mentioned the

schools, gates, flag poles. Toilets are being

to these meetings and presents his case with the

projects we were doing. I said I would initiate

constructed. Sanitation is a big problem.

authority of one who knows. That he’s active,

a scheme to provide grain to poor people at

We’re giving importance to it.

young and energetic stand in his favour, not to

Rs 2 a kg.”

We’re trying to progress on all fronts.
I have my own farm of 8-9 hectares. I am a

badly affected. Parents who have the

rice trader also.

tuitions through WhatsApp. What about
the parents who don’t have the money?
Their children are suffering.
The Department of Education is also
going online slowly.
I have 8 schools in my GP with around
200 children in each.

Ganesh Kumar Sahu
Village Sarpanch
Bharasuja, Loisinga Block, Balangir District, Odisha

a daughter who is in the 9th grade and a son

are from poor families. They’ve been
money are organising private online

“I’m Doing
Honest Work”

My children should study well, that’s my
wish. Their future is in God’s hands. I won’t
get my daughter married now. Seven years

miss the fact that he’s urbane too, aware of the
divergences, rural and urban, a gap he’s able to
navigate smoothly. “He is confident,” says the
team, “and works for the people.”

propitious circumstances would one day
catapult him to where he is today. Bharasuja
is not too far away from the district

Ganesh Kumar Sahu is doing his final year MA

headquarters of Balangir. A total population

in Political Science. When he was 17,

of 2563 . A public bus station and railway

he started the NGO, Sabuja Suraksha

station at a distance of 10+ kms and a private

Yojana, to encourage tree planting and

bus service available in the village .

later maybe. Let her for now read and write

protect the forests. “I did a lot of work for

and learn.

the environment.”

As for me, even if I’m not a Sarpanch, I’ll

At 21, he appeared in a reality show, I Too

backward, with marginalised people. I want to

keep doing community work. What else?”

Will be a Leader, on a prominent, much-

do something for them.”

watched Odia television channel. “I emerged
as champion. It was a big contest, 12 rounds.”
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Little did he realise that hard work and

“I was born here,” he says emotionally. “This
soil, this earth, has nurtured me. Balangir is
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“In this COVID situation our main problem

water and sanitation. Our schools have

is the plight of migrant workers who have

poor infrastructure.

come back home. The virus scared them.
Their livelihoods gone. Local people here do
micro businesses, vegetable selling, going
to other villages to trade. The movement of
people has stopped. But through MNREGA ,
a big step has been taken. We have started
projects in all the villages, like digging ponds,
for example. We’re constructing playgrounds
in village after village for youth in the age
group 18-25 years. They contribute the
labour, they earn a decent daily wage, and
they have the facility of a playground for
sports or a pond filled with water.
Education – we have small villages. People
don’t have smartphones. The parents of
children in government schools definitely
don’t. Online learning is not only difficult, it’s
not happening. We have told teachers to go
door-to-door in the villages. They’re doing it.
Some degree of education is going on in the
16 schools the Gram Panchayat has. Each
school has an average of 50 children.

GKA has improved the quality of
education. Teachers have become aware
of how best to teach to get positive
results. We have conducted a GP
Contest here. It is a very good system.
We’re getting an opportunity to see an
innovative method of education. It is
beneficial to teachers also. And we too
get to know how teachers are teaching.
After this contest, the data came in.
Some of the marks the children got were
disappointing. We resolved to join hands
and mentor schools.
My 26th birthday is just over. I was 22
when I became a Sarpanch. I’m doing
honest work. As an administrator and
leader, I’m worried that I’m unable to
stop the crisis and disruption caused
by COVID. Despite MNREGA, a lot of
the migrants don’t have employment
opportunities. How can I help them?
How can I help people? That’s my main

My work is such that I’m busy from morning

concern. The children too go wandering

till evening. I go around my Panchayat every

with their parents in search of work. I

day. There’s office work. Every month we

wish I can provide opportunities that will

have a meeting about schools and schooling.

make people live comfortably on their

We have a Gram Panchayat Development

own soil.”

Fund from which 50%, about Rs. 20 lakhs,
goes to primary schools, 50% to drinking
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2018
LEARNING
AT HOME,
WITH
BUILDING
BLOCKS

The Learning
Curve for Our
Learning App

GKA was successfully being ramped up
in Karnataka, Odisha and Andhra Pradesh.
MoUs were being signed to scale the
programme to cover entire states. Yes, GKA
provided a never-before overview of maths.
Children had started falling in love with
numbers. Teachers observed better learning
and interactions amongst their students
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Pushpa Thantry, Former Project Manager, Building Blocks, Akshara Foundation

and many started winning prizes at the
GP Contests for their numeracy skills. But
something was still missing.

Could we create a simple product that
created a huge impact, if technology were

We observed that children get roughly 2
hours of learning a week at school. The
concept of homework was either nonexistent or very minimal. This meant
children were not practising the lessons
learnt in school, at home. Here was an
opportunity for us to help children ensure
‘the learning never stops’.

I joined Akshara Foundation in 2017 as a

During field trips, I really enjoyed observing the

Programme Manager – Digital Learning Initiatives

children and parents actively taking part in the

How cool would it be if we could build a

soon after I had finished my Teach For India

education of their children. Children used to

product for children who stay in remote

fellowship. Ashok’s brief for the team was to ‘build

wait for their turn to practise the games in the

villages and have no access to this kind

an intuitive, interactive app available on a low-end

corridors of temples, community centres and

of learning tool? Simply put, this is how

smartphone through which the child can learn

schools. Parents in our community always told

Building Blocks came to be.

without any adult supervision’.

me “Give us something similar to learn English”.

With this in mind, we formed a committed

Even though I worked in technology projects for

team of graphic designers, a pedagogy expert

a large part of my career in IBM, this product

and game development experts in addition to

has given me immense satisfaction. I could see

other freelance developers. Early in the design

the product being used, children coming back

phase, we learnt that a ‘traditional mobile game’

to play and learn, and millions more children

will be overkill for the kind of phones that our

using it across 7 states via the DIKSHA platform.

used effectively?

target children will use. Therefore, we developed
interactive activities for each of the NCF 2005
concepts from grades 1-5. We did not compromise
on the quality of graphics, created simple and
easy to use interfaces, added voice interface more
than text as a conscious decision. The team came
together to ‘solve’ a problem and built an engaging
child-centred product to learn maths.
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The challenge was of course access and
availability of the smartphone for the child.
Low-end smartphones are usually low in
system memory and also users do not clean up
old videos, chats, messages.
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Giving Wings to an Idea
- Building Blocks
Murugan Vasudevan, Social Investments, Cisco

Cisco’s support through these three years has been nothing short
of incredible. From believing in just a wisp of an idea, they’ve
supported us and Building Blocks all the way through 250+
games being launched in 5 languages (up till March 2020), on two
platforms. The app was launched on Google Play in November
2018, and in mid 2019, it was subsequently released via the
DIKSHA platform as unbundled games.

There are few organisations in the impact

is one of the top contents on MHRD’s

sector who have sustainable innovation

DIKSHA platform, and is serving the

in their DNA. There are fewer who can

needs of lakhs of students today, what

keep this culture going for 20 years. Our

really stands out about Akshara is their

partnership with Akshara goes back to the

ability to be agile, think big and think

early days of Cisco starting an India focused

long-term. These traits have ensured that

social investments programme. And my

the product-market fit was tested and

first conversation with Ashok was about

proven, government partnerships were

innovating at scale for 200M students in

in place at state and central levels, and a

schools across India – a conversation that

market adoption plan was in place across

generated so many insights about the sector

multiple channels.

and the transformational role technology
can play in bridging the learning gap. Out
of that conversation emerged the idea of
what is today the Building Blocks app – a

The highlight of the product is that it is designed to work on the
lowest end Android smartphone, online and offline.

maths learning programme that is aligned
to the National Council of Educational
Research and Training (NCERT) curriculum,
available in vernacular languages, and built
specifically for phones and connectivity in
India. While the app itself is best-in-class,
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Akshara is a disruptive start-up in the
skin of a blue chip organisation. We are
glad to have Akshara as part of our social
investments portfolio and wish Ashok
and the entire Akshara team continued
success in their mission to help millions
of students realise their dreams.
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Building Blocks

Highlights

Building Blocks available
in Gujarati.
200+ Games developed in Practice
and Challenge mode.

Akshara digitised 77
out of 200 themes and
gamified them for
students in grades 1-4.

Akshara plans
to digitise maths
learning content and
enable a learning
environment at
home for children.

All games were mapped
to NCF-2005 and were
done in English.

2017

This new learning app
was piloted in Hoskote,
Kushtagi and Mundargi
blocks of Karnataka and
impacted 1,560 children.

Core competencies that
games were created for:
Number Sense and
Number Operations,
Shapes and Measurement.
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Working with state governments
to print ETBs and link Building
Blocks content.

9,000 games played.
60% of the games attempted with
right answer in the first attempt.
Building Blocks received a positive
response from the community.

2018

Akshara sets up the Team
– covering Pedagogy,
Graphic Designers,
Programme Manager,
software development
vendor to create this
digital content.

A Pilot was launched in Hoskote
and Odisha, with 600 children.

Building Blocks was
launched on Google Play
in English, Kannada, Hindi
and Odiya.
153 games ready in
Practice mode.

2019

Successfully integrated Building
Blocks games on to DIKSHA.

Integration with DIKSHA – 4 states,
Odisha, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu,
Karnataka (grades 4-5) printed
ETBs linking QR codes to Building
Blocks games.

2020

Total number of downloads
from Google Play: 72,297.

Total of 217 games added on
DIKSHA platform, in 9 languages.

Total DIKSHA downloads
(games): 23,602.

Total number of downloads from
Google Play: 1,32,181.

Total number of hours the
content was played: 758.

Total DIKSHA downloads (games):
25,45,062.

Data, Tech and
Commitment
Jagadish Babu, Chief Operating Officer at EkStep

When we met for the first time, Ashok

of involving the community in children’s learning

explained how early maths can be learned

through GKA. The rural children come together,

using the maths kit and he demonstrated every

write exams, the GPs raise money from the

single operation that is possible with great

community to conduct the event and prize

enthusiasm. I was attracted to Akshara’s vision

ceremony... Yes, the GKA story is very inspiring.

and commitment for ensuring every kid became
proficient in foundational reading and maths
skills. We both discussed how this innovative
kit could be made available to many more
children when they become digital manipulatives
incorporating the same learning mechanics.
Within the next year, both organisations were
actively engaged in developing, testing digital
manipulatives across Karnataka. Millions of
children enjoy learning maths through the maths
kit, Akshara’s learning app and through the
DIKSHA platform across states.

Ensuring foundational literacy and numeracy is
one of the most important achievements ahead
of us. Team Akshara’s commitment to this cause
is commendable. Their reading programmes
and maths learning programmes have all
been very innovative. Equally commendable is
the team’s commitment to use data to make
all decisions. Akshara is also very keen on
leveraging all available tech to reach children
and parents - be it the learning app, using
IVRS call back and apps for surveys. Akshara’s
journey in the field of early literacy and maths is

I have had the opportunity to work closely

truly inspiring and the learning and insights they

with Team Akshara over the last few years. I

gain are very much valuable for all of us who

have learnt a lot from these interactions about

are working in this field. I congratulate Team

the subject as well as how the team engages

Akshara on the occasion of its 20th anniversary

with enthusiasm, deep care for the cause,

and look forward to working with you all in the

zeal to engage teachers, parents, community,

coming days.

governments in close partnership to achieve the
outcomes. Most notable was the innovative idea
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How have
People Reacted to
Building Blocks?
A

n independent Impact Study conducted

Parents feel that the application

on Building Blocks shows that 67% of

improved their child’s interest in

the students who were part of the study

maths. Parents who downloaded

downloaded it.

and retained the application after

One of the key factors that the parents quoted
as an influence for downloading Building Blocks
was that the application is free of cost and has
the ability to operate in the offline mode also.
It was highlighted during discussions with
parents and maths teachers across schools that
the availability of the Building Blocks application
in 9 regional languages is a favourable factor
that influences its acceptance.

the awareness sessions were over,
understood its merit in helping
their child practise maths and
sharpen their skills.
The study observed that students
found the Building Blocks
application visually appealing and
enjoyed solving problems and
scoring stars while doing so.
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IMPACT STORY

“It Goes Straight
Into My Head
First”
Siddesh. M
Grade 4 Student, S.G. English School, Kamalanagar

movements. He’s not grandstanding either, just

“Two days a week I don’t do the App.” He

being himself, a bit of an entertainer, a bit of a

pushes his face forward, ready again for

jack-in-the-box. A bit on the cheeky side too -

gentle combat. That temperament will go

that perhaps the unintended consequence of

well with the profession he’s chosen for the

free speech.

future. “I want to become a policeman. The

“My uncle gives me his phone without my asking
for it. I don’t know that much English, so I’ll talk
in Kannada” he says, setting the terms with a
disarming, almost vulnerable, honesty. “My
uncle is an auto driver. If he’s at home after his
auto rides he gives me his phone to do the App.”
“My father works in Vidhana Soudha – don’t

Akshara finds some of the smartest,

It’s a Saturday set apart for parent-teacher

brightest children in the schools it visits.

meetings and children are relishing the

Siddesh is so spirited it comes bursting

freedom they seldom get on school days. The

out of him, and so confident he could

ideal backdrop for Siddesh’s flamboyance.

paint many a self-believing adult into a
corner. “It is Siddesh M.,” he says with a
flourish. He’s in grade 4 – at S.G. English
School, Bengaluru.

The team is in conversation with Poorvika, a
class topper and avid Building Blocks’ user
when he bounces in. Why isn’t he being asked

know as what. My mother is a helper. She
doesn’t have a phone. My father has one, but it
doesn’t have the App now. It’s not working, and
we don’t have internet for downloading.”

police arrest all the bad people.” Siddesh has
a simplistic, black-and-white definition of
good and bad. “Good gets good results. Bad
gets punished. I want to get a good name
from people.” “In class I do my lessons –
writing, reading, maths classwork, I complete
what I’ve left incomplete the previous day.”
“My teacher is very fond of me because I do
all my lessons well. She knows about the
Maths App,” he says knowingly. “She tells us
to use it. She tells us maths will improve our
….” He leaves “brain” unsaid, and instead,

“My uncle has wi-fi on his phone,” he says. “I like

takes a forefinger to his temple and gives it

the Drag and Drop games. Maths is very easy

a good, hard twist. “If I don’t use the App, my

with the App. It goes straight into my head first.”

uncle and sister scold me. Sometimes they
teach me maths with it,” says Siddesh.

these questions? Siddesh has been the puzzled

“I never knew subtraction. Now I know. I used to

He loves the games in Building Blocks, the

onlooker for a while. Now thrusting himself

get 10/25 marks in maths. Now I get 22/25. Ask

As he prepares to vanish into the mild chaos

visual iconography that explains the largely

forward, all manly for a little guy, he says, “I’m

my teacher.” He juts his chin out challengingly. “I

of the morning, Siddesh flings a parting shot

dreaded problem of maths, and the stars he

using the maths app too.”

have improved with the App.”

at the Akshara team. “Have you written down

“My favourite subjects are English and maths.

“Look at my App sticker. See? You people have

Siddesh is “a big talker,” as Nalini from

In maths I like doing addition and subtraction. I

given it to every one of us.” By “you people” he

Building Blocks’ Resource Team comments

get everything correct because of the App.”

means Akshara.

collects as immediate rewards of success.

affectionately, having visited his school
often. Akshara well knows what a treat
it is to come across students who have
personality tucked up their sleeve.
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everything I said?” Not clearly a great believer
in all the furious note-taking that’s been
going on, he repeats it, scrunching up his
face, and being, along with everything else, a

Before going further, it might serve well to

“On Sundays I use my uncle’s phone till the

introduce him more fully. Siddesh is not simply

charge goes out. When I get bored of the App

a talker. Once he starts he can be non-stop,

I watch Pogo. I do a little craft. But it’s mostly

his communication as fast as his quick, fidgety

the App.”

bit authoritarian as well. “Everything?”
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Thank you for your continued
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support through the years
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MAKING A
DIFFERENCE
THROUGH MANY
JOURNEYS
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On a Personal Note
Akshara has been making an impact for

It melded together in one commonly

20 years now. We’ve impacted millions of

expressed resonance – learning. We have

children with our learning programmes and

learnt so much during our time here.

have had all the help and support we could
ever ask for.

Some of us left comfortable corporate
jobs to be here. Some of us inadvertently

How has all that work in turn impacted us

discovered our metier, and our potential

all at Akshara? A few of us have been here

here. For some of us it was a well-formed

almost since the very beginning. A few just

intention right from the start. Whatever

a few months old. But there is one common

it was, one aspect that pulled us in and

thread in all of us who’ve come to Akshara

brought us together was a tug of the heart,

and one thing we all agree on - the learning

a call that couldn’t go unheeded.

never stops, even for us.

So here we are, because it gives meaning

Nineteen Years
with Akshara
Srikanth Bhat, Divisional Field Manager

My career with Akshara Foundation

But we faced difficulty in getting proper

began on the 15th of December 2000 when I

cooperation from the Education Department.

participated in the Jnana Jyoti Programme. At

Permission for implementing the programme

that time this remedial education programme

was not forthcoming. However, in the later

was being held in selected government

stages of the programme the Department

schools in Bengaluru and I began to play

gave us good support. During this period,

a role as the Field Resource Person in the

the encouragement and support we got

Remedial Teaching Programme.

from Akshara staff, the operations team,

In 2005 I was deputed as one of the
teachers for the Reading Programme. It was

management was excellent.

a 45-day programme and I taught lessons

In 2007-08, when the Karnataka Government

to children in grade 3. This experience

accepted the Reading Programme and

made me very happy.

implemented it throughout Karnataka as

We all work in different areas of this broad

and purpose, because what Akshara

slate, doing our bit, fulfilling our roles, our

does seems incredibly relevant, strategic,

activities intersecting, and overlapping

important, and our work, hopefully, will

at times, our work across the spectrum

lead us to that one universal goal – a better

As the programme was a success I was

aggregating, forming the synthesis that

education, a better life, for India’s children.

nominated as the Coordinator for South 2

is Akshara. But our collective, validated

block in Bengaluru. With the appointment

experience is the same. We didn’t consult

of 9 Block Coordinators and 9 Resource

each other about what we would write.

Persons in 9 Education Resource Centres
in Bengaluru, we could implement the
programme successfully.
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resource team, programme coordinators and

Oduve Nanu I worked as a Field Coordinator in
South 2 block. At this time, Akshara organised
computers for us and motivational trainings
from external resource persons. Around this
period I also worked as District Coordinator
for a year in Bengaluru Rural district.

As part of the Ganitha Kalika Andolana

All in all, Akshara Foundation is developing

programme, Gram Panchayat Level

a number of programmes aimed at

Mathematics Contests were held in the

universalising preschool and elementary

community from 2016 to 2020. Up until now,

school education in partnership with the

we have conducted around 4,000+ contests.

government. Its goal is that every child should

I am happy to say I have had a role to play in

be in school and learning well. It has come

this big success.

out with innovative programmes from the

The contests are a landmark achievement
in the community. Parents, school
managements and other stakeholders are
becoming aware of the learning levels of

very beginning. Now, not only the state of
Karnataka, but Odisha and Andhra Pradesh
are also being impacted by its programmes
that work for enhancing quality learning.

The Faith That
Keeps Me Here
Lakshmi Mohan, Documentation

My first assignment for Akshara, I

its people and practices. With huge respect

remember, was to cover the training of

for Akshara too, that it had the will and

Cluster Resource Persons in a government

determination for education where change

school in Cox Town, Bengaluru. It had a

can take forever, that it had the fortitude to

huge forecourt there, with a lone gulmohar

toil long years.

children. I can proudly say that Akshara

I don’t know how my 19 years have gone by at

sprawled overhead, in full bloom, like a

Foundation is the only organisation that

Akshara Foundation. As we say, “Where there

canopy ablaze, its petals scattered on rough

has educated the community on this. We

is a will there is a way.” To sum up, Akshara

ground. This sense of accidental beauty there

have succeeded in developing a positive

Foundation has been able to reach children,

is in government schools.

mindset about education in the community.

especially in rural areas where they have

The contests are held under the umbrella of

limited access to learning tools and educational

Ganitha Kalika Andolana which makes maths

resources. I am fortunate to have been

learning enjoyable for children.

associated with Akshara Foundation and my

The programmes conceived and implemented
by Akshara in partnership with the State

19-year tenure is proof that I have learnt many
things and enjoyed working here.

Suzie welcomed me, enclosing my extended

government-provisioned education is far

Akshara’s Charles Campbell Road office in

from the mark and stepped in expecting rank

Cox Town.

irresponsibility. I was quickly disabused of my
preconceived notions. The 50+ CRPs turned
up on time, sat expectantly on the floor or

Oduve Nanu, Ganitha Kalika Andolana and

when Akshara’s Resource Persons began

Gram Panchayat Level Mathematics Contests.

the training on the Reading Programme, the

Working with the Department of Education

balwadis, and the value they bring to children,

and the community at all levels has been a

they took down notes, their attention keen.
For me it was freshly minted learning. I
came away with respect for the prodigious
machinery of the Department of Education,
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a ceaseless learning curve, from the moment
hand in both hers and leading me into

the scarce benches lined against the wall and

from which I have derived a lot of satisfaction.

my course these 17 years. Akshara for me is

I had firmly bought into the perception that

Government are the Preschool Programme,

great source of learning for me. It is a task

Such insights and observations have marked

Then came the introduction Ashok gave
me. It was an induction course as well,
in that busy, low-ceilinged front room, at
a workaday table, as he set the context,
explained the state of learning, what Akshara
hopes to do, and what Akshara is here to do.
It was an education.
The teams at Akshara – they’re an institution
unto themselves. The legwork and effort
they put in, the connections they build.
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There’s little they don’t know about their field,

of the national flag, the map of India, and

and when the terrain gets difficult, they bring

devotion to country and God, and classrooms

out their toughest vein. I’ve learnt so much

with striving teachers.

from them. I sit with them, accompany them,
listen to their experiences, their stories, pick
their brains and be insistent about it, and half
my work gets done.

There’s too much that doesn’t happen on the
ground, the lack and lacunae often undermining

Reminiscing About
My Professional Voyage

all good intent, but when I’m in a school at

Angelina Gregory, Divisional Field Manager

assembly hour in the morning, the ponderous

What else do I respect and admire about

bell going off, children in clean, frayed uniforms

Akshara? Scale for one, the broader skies

lined up in the sun, many without footwear,

it tries to capture. Nothing is done in half-

the atmosphere resonant with prayer and

measures. I never cease to admire Akshara’s

patriotism, it’s a soaring feeling.

capacity for collaborating with government,
the art of persuasive engagement it brings to
it. The conciliation required is tremendous, the
tact, the inordinate amounts of patience, and
the bandwidth for occasional disappointment
or failure.

Akshara Foundation has been a learning

One volunteer that I trained to run a balwadi

Akshara is often my window into India, and

domain for me for the past seventeen years

in the slums, Mrs. Zarina Tambuli, hailing

these children are sublime. My heart feels

and still is. Feel extremely elated to pen my

from a conservative family, was reluctant to

heavy most of the time, watching and listening

experiences with the organisation.

face society but now she runs an independent

to them, their words buoyant, though some of
them can be stubbornly silent too. They want to

home all 17 years, with enlightening field
trips now and then, NCF 2005, the Position
Papers on Mathematics and English, NCERT
publications, and more, are reference points.
It’s with pride I note that the vision for
education in our policy documents can be so
high-minded and illuminating.

Adapting to changing times has helped me

governmental organisation. Mr. Vijay Kulkarni

stay strong in Akshara through the years. Time

and Mr. Tikota instilled confidence in me that I

flies they say! As I look back, I realise Akshara

Their faces splashed with innocence, their lit-up

would best fit in Akshara. I was anxious and naïve

has held my hand while I nested a happy

smiles that don’t tell me the other part of their

at the time of my joining!

home, educated my children and enhanced my

Collectors to uplift their villages.

story, parents working in farms or the small
services sector, their lives barely held together.
And yet, the hope they radiate…… Will they find
their future? Will they complete their education?
If they do, will they be employable?

This idealism doesn’t always transform
government schooling. But the daily heroism
of a government school is amazing, their
flagpoles, and neat compounds bordered
by well-nourished gardens, growing trees
watered, new ones just as diligently planted,
the bright walls dynamic with painted images
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preschool successfully.

little did I know about the workings of a non-

be police officers to punish offenders or District

In this universe I inhabit, working from

With a background as a primary school teacher,

It was the year 2003 when I entered the
whole new sector of education. Initially I was
positioned as a Field Coordinator. Working in
urban slums widened my purpose of work.
With enthusiasm I carried on with my routine.

personal growth. I render my gratitude to Mr.
Ashok Kamath for believing in my abilities. I am
also thankful to Mr. Shankar Narayan and all my
colleagues for their guidance and cooperation
in my professional venture.

That’s why I’m at Akshara, in the faith that all

Travelling, networking with people, delegating

I stepped in fearfully, but I have eventually

of us together can give these children the lift

the work, submitting the tasks I was assigned,

grown to be a confident individual. Akshara has

they deserve.

and sometimes reaching home late happened

tapped my potential and extracted the best out

to be the nature of my work. Words fall short to

of me. I would never have discovered my true

express Akshara’s contribution in the progressive

potential otherwise.

growth of many lives, counting me at the top.
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Connecting Dots……
K. Vaijayanti, Head - Research, Resource & Evaluation

My role at Akshara is a multifarious one, which
involves developing research studies, interacting
with academia and liaising with the government.
Over and above, I am closely associated with the
conceptualisation of some of the programmes that
Akshara designs. Every research effort brings me
closer to field realities and enables me to compile
interesting insights.
Research at Akshara allows me to explore different
dimensions of education that I have enjoyed
investigating, resulting in meaningful outcomes.

another to get approvals. All the tiredness of
such efforts just disappears when we get the

confirmed my belief that our efforts have

The memory of a preschool centre in the

Government Order to scale our programmes,

touched at least some, if not all. Some key

non-notified slum of Bengaluru is fresh in my

as it happened with our Maths Programme,

ones are as follows: An incident at the Shivaji

mind. The school was an eye-opener. Even

GKA. Hard to forget that delightful moment,

Nagar Block Resource Centre where a teacher

to initiate such an effort required permission

an outcome of perseverance and patience.

broke down and said this was the only training

from the slum owner followed by the challenge

It is at Akshara that I learnt how to scale

workshop that encouraged her to speak “my

of curriculum development for multilingual

programmes with limited resources. The

English” and allowed her to learn from her

children, and above all, convincing parents on

things that I always appreciated about

mistakes. It is etched in my memory. She said

the need for preschooling. Each of my field

Akshara are the idea of Creative Commons, its

the workshops helped her build confidence.

experiences has been enriching and exciting.

focus on metrics that matter, and programme

She was thankful for our programme.

designs that connect with ground realities.

I remember a school teacher in Chitradurga

A good part of this is due to Akshara’s culture

At Akshara we have always piloted

using the GP Maths Contest report card to plan

that encourages open, frank discussions and

programmes for the most neglected

her classroom teaching; a class in a remote

collaborations. In summary, my association

segments of society and the geographies

village near Hiriyuru where all 35 children

with Akshara has been a happy and rewarding

less travelled. These experiences

spoke about how they use every one of our

one. This is reflected in my long association of

strengthened our understanding across

GKA teaching-learning materials; and a teacher

more than a decade with Akshara.

multiple contexts, thus helping us to better

at Gopinatham, the dreaded dacoit Veerappan’s

design our programmes.

village located on the Karnataka-Tamil Nadu

Akshara’s culture of letting its programmes
be evaluated by external agencies gives me
opportunities to work with and learn from national
and international researchers. My involvement
with Early Childhood Education sharpened my
perspectives in that area.
Working with government agencies has been
rewarding despite the several visits I have to make,
the long waits for an appointment, the numerous
discussions, and hopping from one section to

In the course of my journey, I have had
some memorable experiences which have

border. Her school’s medium of instruction was
Tamil till grade 3 and moved to Kannada for the
subsequent grades. She used our reading cards
as a language transition strategy.
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Every day at Akshara is different and exciting.

Always
Something to Learn
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It Was Meant To Be
Sushmita Ananth, Head - Communications

Asha Subramaniam, Head - Fundraising

My involvement with the development sector

At Akshara, I love:

started many years back. As a student and a

1. That we are motivated by purpose and

young professional, volunteering for causes

not incentives: Most of us come from

for several years exposed me to the harsh

diverse backgrounds, but have a common

inequalities of our country and reminded me

purpose – to use the best of our abilities

of my privilege. Ten years back I had to choose

to provide a solid foundation in education

between moving to another lucrative IT job and

to the last child.

getting out of my comfort zone to give back to my

2. The work culture: Colleagues across

One of the best decisions I made in life was

At that point, all I wanted to do was use my

to take a month off and volunteer in Ladakh.

skillset to make a difference. I guess I was at

This was a year after the floods, in 2011. It

the right place at the right time – on a very

started as an exciting voluntourism opportunity

random Google page that told me Akshara

society. I am glad that I went with my heart and

all ranks have equal opportunities

to help rehabilitate people who had lost their

thus began my journey with Akshara!

Foundation was on the lookout for someone

to contribute and experiment with

homes. Of course an added silver lining was

like me. But it’s almost 6 years later, and I have

their ideas. There is an open culture

doing it together with a childhood bestie.

never looked back. That email to Gautam and

Over the years, Akshara has grown to
demonstrate leadership in setting up successful
models of working with governments and
impacting millions of children. What has NOT
changed is the core principle of humility and the

of innovation and disruptive thinking.
Everyone is encouraged to try, and it is OK
to fail!
3. The opportunity to learn: Deep insights

enthusiasm to share and help everyone who

into the sector from leaders within the

can benefit from its work. I have many beautiful

organisation, networking sessions with

memories – playful sessions with children in

industry experts, making sense of large

anganwadis while documenting their stories,

volumes of data, stories of hope from

training teachers and setting up the English

children, teachers and communities –

Programme in my village, engaging volunteers at

there is always something to learn.

the LEGO Habbas, the excitement of the Akshara

4. My passion has only grown stronger over

war room during the first scale-up of GKA in

the years and I am glad to be able to make

Karnataka, field trips to remote schools, intense

a difference through Akshara.

pitch sessions with funders, and the list goes on…
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But that experience was a game changer for

Asha was really meant to be.

me. It completely transformed my mindset

I slowly saw my midnight brainstorming

and life was never the same. Returning to

sessions turn into early morning train

routine made me question everything I thought

strategies, Maggi breaks give way to girmit

I loved about my job, the thrill and challenge

and Shenga Holige, and my one-line ‘punchy’

of advertising. The creativity and hours it

headlines turn to posts and campaigns that

demanded. I still loved it all, but now I wanted

are all about making a difference.

to channel all that energy towards something
that in my personal opinion, added to a much
larger cause.

The problem Akshara is trying to solve is a
big one, with no single simple solution. What
makes it less intimidating is the fact that
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everyone and every idea is welcome here.

And my learning curve has been nothing short

One has the freedom to experiment, and

of steep. And the experience, enriching. I

then be told that it’s ok to fail when things go

have handled every aspect of communication

south. The inherent respect for everyone’s

here, from copy to art, videos and films to

role and capabilities, however big or small,

social media, and from organising events to

makes it a truly inclusive organisation.

planning outreach activities.

I’m asked if I’d like to get back to the bustle of

I couldn’t have asked for a better portfolio,

‘the agency’ ever so often. To which my follow

warmer colleagues or a more understanding

up question is, “Do you still crib about the

mentor than Ashok to help me make that

blues on a Sunday night? I don’t.”

difference I always wanted to.

Deep Immersions
Nagraj Prabhu, Head - Maths Programme

It may not have been hands-on in the real

Deep within I always wanted to do something

through yourself, whether you really want to

sense of the word like training teachers or

other than what I had been doing for the last

do something like this after two decades of

physically working with children, but I believe

20 years. And I did get a few inflection points

a well-paying job with lots of perks! Are you

I have been able to add value to Akshara’s

that made my resolve stronger to quit my well-

ready to take a 75% cut in your salary?

mission in my own way, doing what I do best.

paying corporate job in the IT sector. To add to
the dilemma within, I was doing well whatever
assignment I took up.

to pay some of the monthly bills and still
be able to contribute to society, why not?

I had three choices in front of me. Health,

So now I had to get a buy-in from my

Education and Clean Technology. Whatever I

family. Fortunately, my wife has been very

do must have a large impact on society – that

supportive of my adventures. Go and chase

was my strong feeling. I believed very strongly in

your dreams, she said.

Bapuji’s words, “Be the change you want to see.”
After speaking with multiple people who had
taken this plunge into the social impact sector,
I realised it was now or never. Interestingly
Akshara happened to be my second choice.
During my first interaction with Ashok Kamath,
he was honest and said, we are looking
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That made me think. As long as I am able

That’s how I started my journey in the
education space.
The first few months were a deep immersion
without knowing how deep the water is. And
that set me straight into action. The learning
curve has been steep.

for someone to stay for a longer duration,

You go with the notion that government

understand the social landscape, and you do

teachers are the sole reason for declining

not seem to fit the bill. You have to think this

learning levels. To my surprise, when I started
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My corporate friends and ex-colleagues

You remember the impact you made on a

ask me, are you really enjoying your stint

maths teacher, the joyful interaction you

training teachers and government resource

said, I feel tired of fixing the lethargy in the

in the social sector? My answer is “Yes”.

had with the children, the pain points you

persons myself, I realised they were the top

government machinery, the teacher apathy.

This is satisfying as well as rewarding

heard from the CRPs and Block Resource

creamy layer shortlisted from the teacher

Nothing seems to work. He said, when we

because you are interacting with

Persons (BRPs). Now you feel you have a

entrance exams! That was a revelation!

work at scale, even if we manage to change

stakeholders in a physical set-up. This is

bigger role to play in all of this.

the mindset of 15% of the teachers on the

not a conference call with your customer

ground, consider it a success. We cannot

in New York or the Bay Area.

change everything 100%.

You can understand their pain, you can

That has done wonders to the education

It is true. It is a daunting task to bring

see the happiness on their faces as well

landscape, at least in the space of foundational

systemic change. And we have to work

when you give them something new.

numeracy. What also opened my mind were

at multiple levels. I am glad that we have

That’s the satisfaction you get at the

the innumerable guidelines and policies

cracked the puzzle at the grass roots level by

end of the day. You forget the tiring bus

already formulated by top pedagogy experts,

means of the GP Maths Contests.

ride to that far-off place and the dusty

But what has stuck deeply with me is the
Akshara framework for running a programme
in replicate model combined with scale.

scientists, and education reformers in the
form of NCF-2005 and the National Position
Paper on Mathematics. We were only trying to
implement the tenets of those policies in the
true spirit. So I was happy, at least we were not
coming up with one more proprietary model of
our own and advocating some major change in
the pedagogy space.

winding roads that led to that school.
There is a lot I have gained in terms of
understanding the nature of maths as
a subject, and I see teaching now as a
whole new different skill, not as easy as
I thought it would be. I understand why
the government functions the way it does
and that there is no one right way to fix
issues. At the end of it all, I have developed

What truly strengthened my resolve was the

tremendous respect for government

exposure I got during my field visits. But I soon

officials, teachers, bureaucrats and NGOs.

realised that the magnitude of the issue that I

Every stakeholder has a vital part to play

am trying to resolve is humongous and no one

and every stakeholder is an equal partner in

programme can solve anything in one year. I

this endeavour to better learning outcomes.

remember the day when I went to Ashok and
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The woods are lovely, dark and deep,
But I have promises to keep,
And miles to go before I sleep,
And miles to go before I sleep.
Robert Frost (1874-1963)

Letter from
the Chairman
We have come thus far because we stand

What about the future?

on the shoulders of giants – people like Shri

As we go to press with this, the world has been

Vaghul, Shri Upendra Tripathy, C. V. Madhukar

hit with a pandemic unlike any we have seen in

and Rohini Nilekani who envisioned a need

generations. Lives have been disrupted and the

for an institution like Akshara.

most impacted are the very segments of society

We have come thus far because of the efforts

that we have worked so hard to serve.

of several managers and field workers like

And yet, we see new opportunities. There is now

Col. Murthy Rajan, like Arvind Venkatadri, for

clearly a possibility to innovate and remove digital

example, and many others who figured out

divides that exist once and for all. We see a world

what was really doable, and how, and were

where children will get the benefit of teachers along

willing to try a hundred different things to

with the benefits of the use of technology, under

get that one right thing that worked well for

the watchful, supervising guidance of teachers.

our children.

We believe no child should be deprived of this

We have come thus far because of dozens

“digital right”. This can be achieved because it is

of individuals who have spent a large part

socially desirable and technologically feasible –

of their careers during these last 20 years at

collectively we have to align political will around

Akshara believing that we make a difference

this. With the New Education Policy in place, there

to children and through them to their families;

are aspirations expressed in it that lead to this goal

and because of our Trustees who have been

and we believe it is possible to do this very soon.

guiding the strategies of Akshara in so many
different ways.

And, as always, we seek the support of all our wellwishers in this journey to ensure that Every Child is
in School and Learning Well.
Ashok Kamath
Chairman, Board of Trustees
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The foundation of Akshara
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FINANCIALS
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Support
of Our
Donors

Akshara would not be where it is, working
at scale to help improve the quality of
education in government schools, without
the help and support of all our partners,
corporates and individuals alike.

Individuals

Corporates/
Foundations

Corporates/
Foundations

International

Domestic

Aadisht Khanna

Jayashree Aithal

Rakesh Ramaswamy

Adobe Foundation

Akamai Technologies India (P) Ltd

Aarnavrushti

K. Bhargav

Ravindra Latkar

Charities Aid Foundation

Central Square Foundation - Gujarat

Advaya Rajgopal Adishtana

Lalit Kharat

Sachin

COT Charitable Trust

Charities Aid Foundation

Alok Prasanna Kumar

Madhusudan Reddy

Sadana Human Rights

Global Giving Foundation

Cisco Systems India (P) Ltd

Ambika Agarwal

M. G. Subramanian

Sajid

Target Corporation (I) Pvt Ltd

Government of Odisha, Bhubaneshwar

Anindita Basu

Mithun Kumar

Samir Kumar

YourCause LLC

IDBI Trusteeship Services Ltd

Anitha K. John

Narendra G. Vaze

Surya Moitra

Jamnalal Bajaj Foundation

Arun Singh

Parakh Modi

Vasu Ithal

Jasmine Infotech (P) Ltd

Bhaskar

Piyul Mukherji

Vignesh Shanmugam

McAfee Software (I) Pvt Ltd

Chakravarthy K.

Ponnu Pillai

Vijay

M.G. Motors (I) Pvt Ltd

Eshwar Ramachandran

Prasanthi

Vijay Kumar

Mistral Solutions (P) Ltd

Gagan Gowda M. R.

Priyadarshini Mashruwala

Vijay Natarajan

Nasscom Foundation

H. B. Kanni

Priyanka Sudhakar

Visalakshi

Peps Industries (P) Ltd

Hasmukh Shah

Pushkara Krishna

Rohini Nilekani Philanthropies

Jaganath Ram Shankar

Rajeswari Sunder Rajan

The South India Paper Mills Ltd
United Way of Mumbai
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Accountability
& Transparency
Identity

Governance

Akshara Foundation is registered

The Board of Trustees

under the Indian Registration Act

•

on March 2, 2000 (Registration No.

Is ultimately responsible for
strategy, policy, budget and results.

335/1999-2000). The Trust Deed is
available on request.

•

Sees to it that the activities of the

Names of Board Members, their position on the
Board and the meetings they attended

GENDER

OCCUPATION & ORGANISATION/
COMPANY/ GOVERNMENT

NUMBER OF
MEETINGS
ATTENDED

Mr. Ashok Kamath
Chairman

M

Director - Point Cross.com Pvt Ltd
Trustee – Pratham Books

2

Mr. R. Dhirendra
Trustee

M

CEO - Eduquity Career
Technologies Pvt Ltd

1

Commissioner, BBMP, IAS
Trustee – Ex – Officio

M

NA

-

Mrs. Rekha Menon
Trustee

F

Chairperson - Accenture, India
Trustee - Pratham Books

1

Mrs. Suzanne Singh
Trustee

F

Chairperson - Pratham Books
Board Member - United Way,
Bengaluru

2

Mr. Nishith Acharya
Trustee

M

Senior Advisor to
Northeastern University, USA

-

Mr. Rajiv Khaitan
Trustee

M

Partner - Khaitan & Co.

1

Ms Priya Chetty Rajagopal
Trustee

F

Managing Partner, Multiversal
Advisory

1

Mr V. P. Baligar
Trustee

M

IAS (Retd.)

-

NAME & POSITION
ON BOARD

organisation are aimed at realising the

Akshara Foundation is registered

target and contribute to its mission.

under Section 12A of the Income
Tax Act, 1961. The 80G Certificate

•

Examines the strategic long-term

is renewed under Number DIT (E)

plan and the individual annual

80G(R)/96/AAATA4879R/X-445/2011-12

plans and budgets and reviews the

dated June 23, 2011.

progress of the plan throughout
the year.

Akshara Foundation is registered
under the Foreign Contribution

•

Approves audited financial

(Regulations) Act, 1976. Registration

statements and ensures the

No.094420987 dated October 3, 2002

organisation’s compliance with laws

to receive foreign contributions.

and regulations.

It is renewed vide MHA ltr,
No.0300078342016 dt.06/o8/2016
valid till 31/10/2021.

The Akshara Board of Trustees met two times in FY 2019-20, on 24th September 2019 and 20th
December 2019. The minutes of the Board are documented and circulated.
Mr. R. Dhirendra, Trustee of Akshara Foundation retired in September 2019.
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the Board Meeting scheduled for March 2020 was held in May 2020.
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Remuneration and reimbursements to Board Members

NAME

OFFICE HELD
IN THE ASSOCIATION

REMUNERATION

REIMBURSEMENT
(Amount in Rupees)

Chairman &
Managing Trustee

NIL

60,060.00

Trustee

NIL

NIL

Trustee - Ex-officio

NIL

NIL

Mr. Ashok Kamath
Mr. R. Dhirendra
Commissioner of BBMP
Mrs. Rekha Menon

Trustee

NIL

NIL

Mrs. Suzanne Singh

Trustee

NIL

NIL

Mr. Nishith Acharya

Trustee

NIL

NIL

Mr. Rajiv Khaitan

Trustee

NIL

NIL

Ms Priya Chetty Rajagopal

Trustee

NIL

NIL

Mr V. P. Baligar

Trustee

NIL

NIL

Advisory Board
Akshara’s Advisory Board assists the Board

1. Mr. Ashok Kamath, Chairman

of Trustees by providing insight, advice,

2. Mrs. Suzanne Singh

and support relative to programmes,

3. Ms Tara Kini

curriculum development and fundraising

4. Mr. Gautam John

endeavours while providing links to the

5. Mr. V. Ravichander

various stakeholder communities.

6. Mr. T. Gautham Pai
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Distribution of staff according to salary levels
and gender break-up
SLAB OF MONTHLY
REMUNERATION PAID (IN R)

FEMALE

MALE

TOTAL

R 10,000 - R 24,999

1

1

2

R 25,000 - R 49,999

4

25

29

R 50,000 & above

5

5

10

Total

10

31

41

The salary and benefits of the NGO Head,
the highest paid staff member and the
lowest paid staff member
•

Salary of NGO Head: NIL

•

Highest paid staff: R 1,67,538/-

•

Lowest paid staff: R 21,200/-
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ABRIDGED FINANCIALS
Balance Sheet, Income & Expenditure Account,
Receipts & Payments Account

Cost of travel by Board Members
TYPE OF TRAVEL
1

International Travel

2

Domestic Travel

TOTAL AMOUNT SPENT
DURING THE YEAR

REIMBURSED TO
BOARD MEMBER

PURPOSE

NIL

2

NA

R 21,08,279

R 60,060

Business Travel

Akshara Foundation
No.621, 5th Main, OMBR Layout, Banaswadi, Bengaluru-560043
Receipts and Payments Account for the Year ended March 31, 2020 (Amount in Rupees)
Receipts

Name and Address of Bankers
Kasturi Nagar Branch

For the Year ended
March 31, 2019

Balance brought forward
- Cash in Hand
- Cash at Bank
Fixed Deposit

Axis Bank Ltd

For the Year ended
March 31, 2020

Donations Received - General

7,667

15,599

24,67,274

1,45,80,585

1,22,73,856

1,12,95,321

10,53,405

7,98,893

8,61,452

11,75,212

SR Enclave, No.5M-631
5th Main Road,

Miscellaneous Income

OMBR Layout

Programme receipts

Bengaluru - 560043

Preschool Programmes

Karnataka

-

-

10,01,750

13,94,259

Library Programmes

-

-

Karnataka Learning Partnership
Programmes (KLP)

-

27,64,398

2,65,20,482

2,23,65,851

81,78,000

21,23,000

1,34,05,177

1,88,43,375

2,75,000

-

-

13,200

1,86,145

1,53,576

10,40,351

5,24,183

1,74,183

-

6,74,44,741

7,60,47,452

Inschool Programmes

Name and Address of Statutory Auditors

Ganitha Kalika Andolana
Research & Evaluation

M/s Singhvi Dev & Unni

Math Digital

29/4, 6th Floor,
Trade Centre

Rental Deposit Refund

Race Course Road

Fixed Asset Sold during the year

Bengaluru - 560001

Tax Refund received during the year

Karnataka

Movement in Creditor’s Balance
Movement in other Payables

India

Total
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Akshara Foundation
No.621, 5th Main, OMBR Layout, Banaswadi, Bengaluru-560043
Balance sheet as on March 31, 2020 (Amount in Rupees)

Akshara Foundation
No.621, 5th Main, OMBR Layout, Banaswadi, Bengaluru-560043
Receipts and Payments Accounts for the Year Ended March 31, 2020 (Amount in Rupees)
For the Period ended
March 31, 2020

Payments
Administrative Expenses

12,79,537

10,32,753

Donor relation Expenses

3,34,781

23,58,876

Miscellaneous Expenses

-

-

Programme Payments
Preschool Programmes

-

-

7,89,050

25,37,619

Library Programmes

-

-

Karnataka Learning Partnership Programmes

-

86,32,111

2,48,06,327

2,48,40,506

70,18,779

27,49,223

1,44,64,277

1,91,47,508

Movements in Inter Branch Account

-

-

Fixed Assets Purchased

-

-

Paid to Akshara Foundation, N. Karnataka

-

60

16,657

7,668

Inschool Programmes

Ganitha Kalika Andolana
Research & Evaluation
Math Digital

Balance carried forward
- Cash in Hand
- Cash at Bank
Fixed Deposit
Total

Particulars

For the Year ended
March 31, 2019

24,69,392

24,67,274

1,62,65,942

1,22,73,856

6,74,44,741

7,60,47,452

Corpus Fund

as at
March 31, 2020

as at
March 31, 2019

1,80,72,087

1,60,88,941

24,16,898

13,62,939

Inter Unit Accounts

-

-

Inter Branch Office Account

-

(60)

Inter Branch Transfer of Donation

-

-

2,04,88,985

1,74,51,819

Fixed assets

4,90,358

5,86,146

Funded Fixed Assets

8,35,123

11,72,613

Deposits

3,00,000

5,76,820

Other Current Assets

1,11,514

3,67,443

1,87,51,990

1,47,48,797

2,04,88,985

1,74,51,819

Current Liabilities

Total

Cash and Bank Balances
Total
Significant accounting policies & notes thereon

Significant accounting policies and notes thereon

As per our Audit Report of even date
for Singhvi, Dev & Unni LLP
Chartered Accountants
Firm Reg. No. 003867S / LLPIN: AAP-3305

For Akshara Foundation

Ashok R Kamath
Chairperson

Ms. Suzanne Singh
Trustee

Bengaluru
14 Sep 2020

S Ranganath
Partner
Membership No. 201191
UDIN: 20201191AAAABD3453
Bengaluru
14 Sep 2020
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For Akshara Foundation

Ashok R Kamath
Chairperson
Bengaluru
14 Sep 2020

As per our Audit Report of even date
for Singhvi, Dev & Unni LLP
Chartered Accountants
Firm Reg. No. 003867S / LLPIN: AAP-3305

Ms. Suzanne Singh
Trustee

S Ranganath
Partner
Membership No. 201191
UDIN: 20201191AAAABD3453
Bengaluru
14 Sep 2020
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Akshara Foundation
No.621, 5th Main, OMBR Layout, Banaswadi, Bengaluru-560043
Income and Expenditure for the Period Ended March 31, 2020 (Amount in Rupees)
as at March
31, 2020

Particulars

Akshara Foundation
No.621, 5th Main, OMBR Layout, Banaswadi, Bengaluru-560043
Income and Expenditure for the Period Ended March 31, 2020 (Amount in Rupees)

as at
March 31, 2019

as at March
31, 2020

Particulars

Income
Donations Received

10,53,405

7,98,893

Other Income

11,36,762

12,20,816

21,90,167

20,19,708

-

-

10,01,750

13,94,259

Library Programme

-

-

Karnataka Learning Partnership Programme

-

27,64,398

2,65,20,482

2,23,65,851

81,78,000

21,23,000

1,34,05,177

1,88,43,375

Sub Total B

4,91,05,409

4,74,90,883

Total (A+B)

5,12,95,576

4,95,10,591

Administrative Expenses

14,65,939

5,58,717

Donor relation Expenses

3,34,781

23,58,876

Depreciation

5,12,448

1,28,741

23,13,168

30,46,333

-

3,381

7,89,050

25,86,137

Library Programme

-

27,733

Karnataka Learning Partnership Programme

-

86,36,570

Excess of Income over expenditure/(expenditure
over income) after appropriation

2,47,69,490

2,51,03,068

Significant accounting policies and notes thereon

69,76,446

27,49,223

1,44,64,277

1,94,45,256

Sub Total D

4,69,99,264

5,85,51,368

Total (C+D)

4,93,12,432

6,15,97,701

19,83,144

(1,20,87,110)

Add:

-

-

Opening Balance in funds

-

-

1,12,27,479

1,95,95,541

-

(3946)

Sub Total A
Programme & other income received
Preschool Programme
Inschool Programme

Ganitha Kalika Andolana
Research & Evaluation
Math Digital

Expenditure

Sub Total C
Programme Expenses
Preschool Programme
Inschool Programme

Ganitha Kalika Andolana (GKA) Expenses
Research & Evaluation
Math Digital

Excess of Income over expenditure / (Expenditure
over income) for the year

Opening Balance in Corpus fund
Preschool Programme
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as at
March 31, 2019

Inschool Programme

-

18,22,920

Library Programme

-

17,14,223

Karnataka Learning Partnership Programme

-

-

Ganitha Kalika Andolana

23,09,098

21,86,154

Research & Evaluation

-4,66,075

(7,59,163)

Math Digital

30,18,440

36,20,321

1,80,72,087

1,60,88,941

Total
Appropriated to

-

7327

(2,12,700)

(6,31,042)

Library Programme

-

(16,86,490)

Karnataka Learning Partnership Programme

-

58,72,172

Preschool Programme
Inschool Programme

-

28,60,161

7,60,000

9,19,311

1,05,57,178

1,12,27,478

Ganitha Kalika Andolana

40,60,090

23,09,098

Research & Evaluation

14,95,479

(4,66,075)

Math Digital

19,59,339

30,18,440

1,80,72,087

1,60,88,941

Ganitha Kalika Andolana
Research & Evaluation
Math Digital
Transferred from
Inschool Programme
Excess of Income over expenditure/(expenditure
over income) after appropriation
Corpus funds

For Akshara Foundation

Ashok R Kamath
Chairperson
Bengaluru
14 Sep 2020

As per our Audit Report of even date
for Singhvi, Dev & Unni LLP
Chartered Accountants
Firm Reg. No. 003867S / LLPIN: AAP-3305

Ms. Suzanne Singh
Trustee

S Ranganath
Partner
Membership No. 201191
UDIN: 20201191AAAABD3453
Bengaluru
14 Sep 2020
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FOOTNOTES
1.

Karnataka State Road Transport Corporation.
(Pg 8)

15. From Akshara’s database of 2015-16. (Pg 103)

2.

From Akshara Foundation’s database. (Pg 24)

3.

DIKSHA, Digital Infrastructure for Knowledge
Sharing, is a national teacher platform
developed by the Ministry of Human Resource
Development, Government of India. It was
formed to “enable, accelerate and amplify
solutions in the realm of teacher education.”
(Pg 24)

4.

Kolar Gold Fields, a block in Kolar district in
Karnataka, around 80 kms from Bengaluru
City. (Pg 28)

5.

United States Agency for International
Development. (Pg 30)

6.

of childcare implemented across India. They
combine nutrition, preschool education and
health services and are run by the Integrated
Child Development Services (ICDS). (Pg 35)

17. Play Money and Coins were among the TLMs
in the Akshara Ganitha kit, meant for counting
practice in real life situations. (Pg 111)
18. Morarji Desai Residential Schools have been
set up across the state by the Government of
Karnataka to provide quality education from
grades 6 to 10 to children from socioeconomically
disadvantaged families. (Pg 111)
19. Mensuration is the branch of maths which deals
with the study of different geometrical shapes,
their areas and volume. In the broadest sense, it
ask-math.com. (Pg 112)
20. Concrete-Representational-Abstract is a threestep instructional approach that has been known
to be highly effective in teaching maths, most
commonly in elementary grades. It is a gradual,
systematic approach. Each stage builds on

DWCD is a Ministry of Human Resource

to the previous stage and therefore must be

Development, Government of India

taught in sequence. Paraphrased from: https://

department under which the Integrated Child

makingeducationfun.wordpress.com/2012/04/29/

Development Services operates to provide

concrete-representational-abstract-cra/#: (Pg 112)

food, preschool education, primary healthcare,
immunisation, and referral services to children
under six years. The ICDS runs anganwadis for
this purpose. (Pg 35)
8.

16. Pre-University course. (Pg 110)

is all about the process of measurement. www.

Anganwadi means “courtyard shelter.”
Anganwadis are a centrally sponsored scheme

7.

14. Central Board of Secondary Education. (Pg 94)

IECEI -The India Early Childhood Education
Impact Study, 2017. (Pg 37)

9.& 10. Source: Learning Achievement of
Students at the End of Class V, Department
of Educational Measurement & Evaluation,
NCERT, 2003. (Pg 40)
11. National University of Educational Planning
and Administration. (Pg 50)
12. Bruhat Bengaluru Mahanagara Palike. (Pg 55)
13. Akshara’s 2017 in-house figures. (Pg 69)
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21. Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment
Guarantee Act. (Pg 136)
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CO N C EPT & C O NTE NT: L a kshmi Moha n and S us hmita Ananth
DESI G N : T h e O ther Design Studio
PHO T O G RA PH Y: All the pictures a ppea ring in this year ’s Annual R epor t
hav e b e e n o b ta ined from our a rchives. Unf or tunately, inf or mation
r e gard i n g th e deta ils of the photogra pher behind eac h one of them is
l i mi te d , H e n ce we would like to ea rnestly thank eac h and ever y one of
th e m f o r cap turing these moments in Aks har a’s his tor y.
Th e p ro f i l e p i c tures of a ll contributors to this year ’s Annual R epor t have
bee n tak e n f rom their socia l media prof iles or or g anis ation’s webs ite.

Akshara
Foundation
Akshara Foundation
No.621, 5th Main road, OMBR Layout, Banaswadi, Bengaluru - 560043
Phone:+ 91-80-25429726/27/28 • Fax: +91-80-25429728
aksharafoundation@gmail.com • info@akshara.org.in • www.akshara.org.in
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